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With the amount of email spam received these days it is hard to imagine that spammers 

act individually. Nowadays, most of the spam emails have been sent from a collection of 

compromised machines controlled by some spammers. These compromised computers are often 

called bots, using which the spammers can send massive volume of spam within a short period of 

time.  

The motivation of this work is to understand and analyze the behavior of spammers 

through a large collection of spam mails. My research examined a the data set collected over a 

2.5-year period and developed an algorithm which would give the botnet features and then 

classify them into various groups. Principal component analysis was used to study the 

association patterns of group of spammers and the individual behavior of a spammer in a given 

domain. This is based on the features which capture maximum variance of information we have 

clustered. 

Presence information is a growing tool towards more efficient communication and 

providing new services and features within a business setting and much more. The main 

contribution in my thesis is to propose the willingness estimator that can estimate the callee’s 

willingness without his/her involvement, the model estimates willingness level based on call 

history. Finally, the accuracy of the proposed willingness estimator is validated with the actual 

call logs. 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis aims at providing techniques that analyzes a user’s or a group of users’ behav-

ior using linear algebra, statistical analysis, clustering algorithms and information theory.

The model proposed consist of fundamentals which can be used in various applications for

combating spam botnets, for quantifying the willingness of a phone user thereby reducing

network congestion and also identifying the structure of a group/user in a social network.

Chapter 1 presents the motivation for this work, describes what I hoped to accomplish, and

the approach and limitations that are specific to this work. The remainder of this thesis is

divided in to the following chapters:

(i) Introduction

(ii) Related Works and our Contribution

(iii) Principal Factor Analysis

(iv) Grouping Algorithms

(v) Information Theory: Entropy

(vi) Behavior Analysis of Spam Botnets

(vii) Behavior Analysis of Callee for Unwanted Calls

(viii) Behavioral Analysis using Entropy

1.1. Motivation for Behavior Analysis of Spam Botnets

In recent years, a wide variety of spam filtering techniques have gained popularity. Un-

fortunately, these techniques, though being widely used, do not allow us to discover common

trends or variations shared by a majority of the spammers spamming within a given do-

main. Spam filtering using statistical analysis, email authentication standards, and trust

and reputation techniques do not identify common association patterns among a specific set
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of spammers. In this thesis, I identify underlying spamming patterns by applying principal

component analysis(PCA) and clustering techniques.

The researched classifier applies principal component analysis to analyze both the asso-

ciation patterns of groups of spammers and the individual behavior of a spammer in a given

domain. With the aid of PCA it tries to find possible association patterns such as,

• Spammers spamming at the same time of the day

• Spammers repeatedly sending the same content

• Spammers changing email id’s and spamming the same recipient again

• Spammers sharing contact lists

From analysis I found that, for multiple recipients’ in a domain, the kinds of spam received

are diverse enough to render common association patterns between spammers within that

environment insignificant. However, when analyzed recipients individually, the common

association patterns emerge as more significant.

Further analysis show individual spammer association patterns periodically and found a

consistent trend. Because most spammers show common association patterns, or behavior

over the time, I identify such patterns as the the spammers’ eigen-behaviors , which can then

be used to characterize individual spammers and to describe their association behaviors. To

achieve this, I applied PCA and clustering techniques, such as hierarchical and K-means, on

three email corpuses to validate findings with recipients’ preferences.

With the amount of email spam received these days it is hard to imagine that spammers

act individually. Most of the spam emails have been sent from a collection of compromised

machines (often called bots) that the spammers control. About 30,000 new machines are

compromised daily, and become bots. One of the most common usages of botnets is to launch

massive spam. These bots allow spammers to send a massive volume of spam within a short

time period. According to the recent survey [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] an estimated 80% of email spam

is sent through such zombie PCs. Spam remains an annoying problem because a majority of

the spam filtering techniques focus on the email’s content, which the spammers control. To

circumvent traditional spam filter techniques, most spammers and phishers obfuscate their
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email content to circumvent these spam filters. So, such techniques have little use as their

categories depend on the message’s meaning. My definition does not have this limitation as

it is based on an individual user’s behavior.

I classified each spammer’s behavior based on the features of its header contents. There-

fore, the analysis does not focus on email’s content. Thus it is irrelevant if spammers obfus-

cate the content of an email. I categorized each email spammer based on features such as IP

address, content length, time of arrival, frequency of spamming, content type e.g. ‘MIME-

Version’ - used for encoding binary content as attachments. Because these are spammers,

other parameters (for example, reciprocity, read emails, and storage time) need not apply;

if we assume users do not read telemarketing emails.

On each spammer’s feature set (a huge data set matrix), I applied PCA to identify those

features which captured most of the variance present in the data set. Further I clustered

spammers into groups based on their behavior patterns. There is a possibility of a spammer

spamming multiple receivers in the same domain. Thus, I could find some common behav-

ior patterns for a group of bots by finding the proximity between senders using euclidean

distance. Spammers were clustered using various algorithms like K-means and hierarchical.

There are several challenges in clustering spammers based on their behavior. One such is

that if a host is running dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP), the host IP address

could change from several hours to several days. The change of IP addresses could change

the spammers’ clustering structure. After forming groups I manually verified each botnet

group by looking at its feature set, proximity values, and location of spammer and we were

able to achieve a precision of 90%. Thus, using the technique, which may effectively block

spammers as groups instead of blocking them individually.

In this thesis I also propose a mechanism to classify incoming traffic into buckets of

legitimate and suspicious spam. I computed the entropy values for parameters such as

active time, time of arrival, frequency, and content length which were extracted using header

analysis. Based on these values, I sub-classified suspicious bucket into spammers and botnet

spam. Next, I detected and grouped the spam mail into botnets based on the entropy
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values. Also, a high correlation of entropy values for a group of bots was identified; and,

this information assisted to classify the botnets more finely. For future work, based on the

entropy based classification, I plan to delay the traffic generated from these bots and believe

that this delay can prevent spam, by setting up a Turing Test on all the suspicious and spam

mails. This can further block the spam from these sources.

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism, I perform three experiments

to analyze traffic. The experimental results reveal that the techniques are applicable for

detecting botnets and further mitigate future actions with a precision of more than 95%.

To perform experiments, I obtained spam data from a corpus consisting of 5000-6000

emails. These emails had been received at a domain mail server over a one-year period in

such a way that the IP addresses were recorded when spammers attempted to establish a

TCP connection to transmit their spam mail. Typically, the spammer’s IP address recorded

during the 3-way handshake is the spammer’s true IP address. However, in rare cases a

spammer might successfully use a spoofed address during the handshake. Fortunately, as

spamming becomes more distributed, there is less successful spoofing of such IP addresses.

Attackers already use several levels of indirection to hide their identities and thousands of

compromised machines, e.g., the bots, to directly send massive spam mails.

In the experiments reported here, I ignore such cases because blocking potential spam

mails from unused IP addresses will never cause false alarms. The spam mail data contains

the full mail header information and the full mail contents including the attachment files.

The mail header information contains the real IP address of the spam source and the route

information, which can be used to identify the information of the spam source. I extracted

information fields from these headers such as:

(i) The Sender IP address

(ii) Content length

(iii) Content type

(iv) Time of arrival
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1.2. Motivation for Quantifying Presence

Presence information is a recent tool that is allowing more efficient communication, par-

ticularly within business settings as it allows provision of new services and features to ap-

plication users. Presence-aware technology enhances communication between parties with

reduced costs and time as it allows information such as who and when a party is available

in a corporate network to be available to users. According to [6], presence propagates in-

formation about a users willingness, ability, and desire to communicate using a variety of

mediums. A caller can subscribe to learn a callee’s behavior when accepting and reject-

ing calls. This ability results in a more precise communication because it eliminates the

inefficiency of phone tags. We are already seeing this kind of improved communication in

instant messenger (IM) users. IM users can communicate directly with those people who

are available at the present. Users do not need to guess whether the person they want to

communicate with wishes to speak with them. IM is just a beginning of presence-aware

technology evolution. The Gartner research [7] predicted that by 2009, 80 percent of busi-

ness applications will have presence-aware functionality to support business processing and

management of customer relationship and corporate performance.

It is evident that the presence service will become an important feature of communication

systems as it provides advantages to both parties in a communication event. The service

can reduce disrupting calls for callee’s when they are engaged in important work and wish

no interruptions. Additionally, callers will know how willing a caller is to receive a call

at that specific time and can decide whether to initiate a call or delay to another, more

auspicious time. Integrating presence service with SIP protocol can provide multiple medium

of communication between parties. Presence-aware technology has received a lot of attention

from the researchers [8] [9]. Shan and Shriram’s work [27] reduces enterprise server load by

mobile clients sharing presence information within the network. In their work, only one of

the clients acts as a gateway to interact with the server to supply the network’s presence

information.
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In this thesis, I used the actual call logs for our analysis. These logs were collected at

MIT [11] by the Reality Mining Project group for a period of 8 months. The project collected

mobile phone use by 100 users(students, professors, and staffs). The data collected consisted

of user IDs,(unique number representing a mobile phone user), time of calls, call direction

(incoming and outgoing), incoming call description (missed, accepted), talk time, and tower

IDs (location of phone users). I used this extensive data set for our willingness estimator

(WE) analysis and validation. More information about the reality mining project can be

found in [11].

The main contribution of this section is to propose the Willingness Estimator (WE) that

can estimate the calle’s willingness without his/her involvement, the model estimates willing-

ness level based on call history. I present the methodology and architecture of the Willingness

Estimator, refer section 7.1 and 7.2, that computes willingness level of the specified callee.

Further, I also describe the willingness computation. Finally, I discuss the accuracy achieved

with our proposed WE.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED RESEARCH WORKS AND OUR CONTRIBUTIONS

This chapter gives a brief overview of the current research work on Models to combat

email spam especially botnet spam and also in the field of “presence”. Each section of this

chapter concludes with a brief discussion of how the work reported here compares to or

extends the research of others.

2.1. Research in Behavioral/Header Analysis of Spam Botnets

Extensive research is being done combating spam based on content and header ana-

lyzes, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] but few are working on building a spam

filter based on header analysis of spammer and categorizing those spammers based on their

behavior of spamming a particular domain. Several works available in the current research

cater to the design and building models to cluster groups of people, but few focus on email

spam.

To our knowledge, only one work reported on group-based anti-spam strategies. Li and

Hsieh, [23] conducted an empirical study on the clustering behavior of spammers and detected

different groups of spammers. Majority of their emails content is related to money. They

found 2% of the spammers accounted to 20% of the spam, whereas 68% of the spammers sent

only one spam. They clustered the spammers based on the content, such as, URL and money-

amount in the emails. They observed that more URLs specified in the email, then, there is a

higher probability of getting further spam from the source IP address of the spammer. They

converted ASCII characters in the URL into binary data and calculated complementary

cumulative distribution function (CCDF) [23] of spam scores of the spam-groups. They

claim to block 70-90% of email based on the URL-based group approach. However, these

results are limited to content-based filtering and in particular for URL and money-specified

emails. Moreover, they observed money-amount-based clustering structures may not be
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effective for group-based anti-spam strategies. I believe that spammers share email lists and

use this list for various kinds of advertisements. Therefore, content-based grouping may not

work for blocking all types of contents. In contrast, I grouped the spammers based on their

behavior and transmission patterns. These patterns show high correlation between group

members irrespective of geographic location, network ID, content, and kind of receivers. To

our knowledge, there is no work reported on detecting botnets based on their behavior and

in particular transmission patterns.

First, I developed a feature set for each spammer, as a data set matrix. I then applied

PCA to the feature set to identify features which captures most of the variance in the data

set. Further, I clustered these spammers into groups based on their behavior patterns. I

considered the possibility that a spammer might spam multiple receivers within the same

domain. To examine this I identified common behaviors for a group of spammers by using

the proximity between the senders (using a distance metric) and by applying clustering

algorithms.

To verify our approach’s accuracy, I hand-labeled the data and compared those results

to the automatic botnet identification of each corpus. Accuracies around 90% have been

achieved. Thus, using the proposed technique, it may effectively block those spammers as

groups instead of blocking them individually [24] [25].

2.2. Research in Traffic Shaping of Spam Bots

There is substantial work done in traffic shaping of email channels. One such work which

inspired our analysis was by Anirudh Ramachandran, Nick Feamster and David Dagon [26],

who focus on identifying members of botnets which could help stem these attacks, but

passively detecting botnet membership (i.e., without disrupting the operation of the bot-

net) proves to be difficult. Ramachandran, et al. discusses the effectiveness of monitoring

lookups to a DNS-based blackhole list (DNSBL) to expose botnet membership. They per-

form counter-intelligence based on the insight that botmasters themselves perform DNSBL

lookups to determine whether their spamming bots are blacklisted. Using heuristics to iden-

tify which DNSBL lookups are perpetrated by a botmaster performing such reconnaissance,
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they were able to compile a list of likely bots. Their paper studies the prevalence of DNSBL

reconnaissance observed at a mirror of a well-known blacklist for a 45- day period, identifies

the means by which botmasters are performing reconnaissance, and suggests the possibility

of using counter-intelligence to discover likely bots. They find that bots are performing re-

connaissance on behalf of other bots. Based on this finding, they suggest counter intelligence

techniques that may be useful for early bot detection.

Our work is inspired by that of Osterneyer [27], who suggest that spammers are aggres-

sive, smart, and continuously adopt new techniques to send increasing volumes of spam.

The result is not only an enormous quantity of spam ending up in spam quarantines and

users’ mailboxes, but also email servers that are brought down by excessive quantities of

unwanted content and increasing investments in servers and software to keep up with the

growing deluge of spam. What is needed, therefore, is a technique that blocks spam based

on spammers readily identifiable behavior without the CPU-intensive activity of content fil-

tering. But I used this idea to come up with a ‘pre-filtering’ analysis of senders’ reputation

based on his header pattern analysis. Using this approach, we argue, systems can operate

more efficiently because it blocks majority of spam before it reaches the email servers. To

extend the “counter-intelligence” metaphor, I propose using a Turing Test technique that is

applied to all suspicious traffic categorized from behavioral patterns. With this information,

spammers’ spam can be more readily identified and blocked.

2.3. Research in Quantifying Presence

Nathan Eagle from MIT, [28] in his work uses call logs to derive conclusions based on

behavior analysis. He identifies the structure inherent in daily human behavior using models

that accurately analyze, predict, and cluster multi-modal data from individuals and from

groups. He represents this structure by the principal components of a complete behavioral

dataset, a set of characteristic vectors which they have termed eigenbehaviors. In Eagle’s

model, an individual’s behavior over a specific day can be approximated by a weighted sum

of his or her primary eigenbehaviors. When these weights are calculated halfway through a

day, the resulting information can be used to predict the day’s remaining behaviors. Eagle
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reports a 78% accuracy for his test subjects. Additionally, he shows that users of a similar

demographic can be clustered into a “behavior space” spanned by a set of their aggregate

eigenbehaviors. These behavior spaces make it possible to determine the behavioral simi-

larity between both individuals and groups, enabling 96% classification accuracy of group

affiliations. This approach capitalizes on the large amount of rich data previously captured

during the reality mining study from mobile phones continuously logging location, proximate

people, and communication of 100 subjects at MIT over the course of nine months.

Another related work on the MIT Data set which stands close to our work is “Mining

the Mine Exploratory Social Network Analysis of the Reality Mining Dataset” [29]. In

this article, Congleton and Nainwal present an exploratory network analysis and derive

interesting insights into both the dataset and into patterns which have potential for a more

rigorous and analytical exploration. Congleton and Nainwal found an interesting pattern in

call reciprocity in the call network. In instances of the call network where there was a triad,

i.e. when people called two others while they were in the same location as the other person,

the mutual exchange of calls or call reciprocity was higher when two people mostly called

each other while they were in the same location. In the latter case, the call exchange was

highly asymmetric with one person calling the other most of the time.

The contribution of my thesis is to propose the willingness estimator (WE) which can

estimate the callee’s willingness without his/her involvement, the model estimates willingness

level based on call history. I believe that callee’s willingness of accepting a call is influenced

by time of the call, location of the callee, and day of the call. The willingness computations

based on these three factors are carried out as a simple ratio of the call frequency at particular

(time, location, day) to the total number of calls. I believe that contribution of these factors

to the overall (final) willingness level are different. It is validated by the principal component

analysis that these three factors have different relevant fweights to the final willingness level.

Hence, the callee’s final willingness level is the sum of the product of the willingness based

on time of the call, callee’s location, the day of the call, and its corresponding contribution

coefficients. The model’s accuracy is evaluated with the actual call logs of 10 phone users
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from the MIT’s Reality Mining data sets. The WE performs well with high accuracy when

the computed willingness level is low and the unanswered rate is high, and vice versa. This

new area of research uses estimating a callee’s presence as a form of willingness(desire to

engage in an communication event with a particular caller). Such information can be helpful

in many ways. For example, awareness of willingness would allow telemarketers to know

exactly when to call so the callee will be most likely to listen. Within the corporate world,

knowledge of willingness would provide a technique that allowed individuals to know when a

person is most likely to take a call, what type of caller, and whether the person is available

(i.e., not busy in a meeting.)
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CHAPTER 3

PRINCIPAL FACTOR ANALYSIS

3.1. Definition and Derivation of Principal Components

In this chapter, I discuss the fundamental concepts of principal components and their

various computational mathematics involved. Typically, PCA is used to reduce the dimen-

sionality of a data set consisting of a large number of inter-related variables while retaining

as much as possible of the variation present in the data set [30] [31] [32]. This is achieved by

transforming to a new set of variables, the principal components (PCs), which are uncorre-

lated, and ordered so that the first few retain most of the variation present in the original

variables.

Suppose that X is a vector of p random variables, and I want to infer about the variances

of the p random variables and the structure of the covariances or correlations between the

p variables. One observes the p variances and
{

1

2
× p(p − 1)

}

correlations or covariances,

which increase in complexity with the increase in size of X. An alternative is to observe for a

few derived variables (<< p) that preserve most of the information given by these variances

and correlations or covariances.

First step is to look for a linear function α′

1x of the elements of x having maximum

variance, where α1 is a vector of p constants α11, α12, α1p, and ′ denotes transpose, so that

(1) α1x = α11x1 + α12x2 + ........ + α1pxp =

p
∑

j=1

α1jxj.

Next, I select a linear function α′

2x, uncorrelated with α′

1x having maximum variance,

and so on, so that at the kth stage a linear function of α′

kx is found, that has maximum

variance subject to being uncorrelated with α′

1x, α′

2x,....., α′

k−1
x. The kth derived variable,

α′

kx is the kth PC. Upto p PCs could be found, but it is hoped, in general, that most of the
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variance in x will be accounted for by m PCs, where m<<p. The advantage of having p=2

or 3 is, of course, that the data can be plotted exactly in 2 or 3 dimensions.

Having defined PCs, now let us know how to find them. Consider, a random variable x

has a known covariance matrix
∑

. This is the matrix whose (i, j)th element is the covariance

between the ith and the jth elements of x when i 6= j, and the variance of the jth of x when

i = j. The more realistic case, where
∑

is unknown, follows by replacing
∑

by a sample

covariance matrix S. For k=1,2,..p, the kth PC is given by zk = α′

kx where αk is chosen to

have unit length (α′

kαk=1), then var(zk)= λk, where var(zk) denotes the variance of zk.

To derive the form of the PCs, consider first α′x; the vector α1 maximizes var[α′

1
x]=α′

1

∑

α1.

Clearly, the maximum will not be achieved for a finite α1 so a normalization constraint must

be imposed. The constraint used in the derivation is α′

1
α1=1, that is, the sum of squares of

elements of α1 equals 1.

To maximize α′

1

∑

α1 subject to α′

1α1=1, the standard approach is to use the technique

of Lagrange multipliers. Maximize

(2) α′

1

∑

α1 − λ(α′

1α1 − 1),

where λ is a Lagrange multiplier. Differentiation with respect to α1 gives

(3)
∑

α1 − λα1 = 0,

or

(4) (
∑

−λIp)α1 = 0,

where Ip is the (pXp) identity matrix. Thus, λ is an eigenvalue of
∑

and α1 is the

corresponding eigenvector. To decide which of the p eigenvectors gives α′

1x with maximum

variance, the quantity to be maximized is

(5) α′

1

∑

α1 = α′

1λα1 = λα′

1α = λ,

13



so λ must be as large as possible. Thus, α1 is eigenvector corresponding to the largest

eigenvalue of
∑

, and the var(α′

1x)=α′

1

∑

α1=λ1, the largest eigenvalue.

In general, the kth PC of x is α′

kx and var(α′

kx) = λk, where λk is the kth largest

eigenvalue of
∑

, and αk is the corresponding eigenvector.

The second PC, α′

2
x, maximizes α′

2

∑

α2 subject to being uncorrelated with α′

1
x, or

equivalently subject to cov[α′

1x, α′

2x] = 0, where cov(x, y) denotes the covariance between

the random variables x and y. But

(6) cov[α′

1
x, α′

2
x] = α′

1

∑

α2 = α′

2

∑

α1 = α′

2
λ1α

′

1
= λ1α

′

2
α1 = λ1α

′

2
α1 = λ1α

′

1
α2.

Thus, any of the following equations

(7) α′

1

∑

α2 = 0, α′

2

∑

α1 = 0, α′

1
α2 = 0, α′

2
α1 = 0

could be used to specify zero correlation between α′

1x and α′

2x. Choosing the last of these,

and noting that a normalization constraint is again necessary, the quantity to be maximized

is

(8) α′

2

∑

α2 − λ(α′

2
α2 − 1) − φα′

2
α1,

where λ, φ are Lagrange multipliers. Differentiation with respect to α2 gives

(9)
∑

α2 − λα2 − φα1 = 0

and multiplication of this equation on the left by α′

1 gives

(10) α′

1

∑

α2 − λα′

1
α2 − φα′

1
α1 = 0,

which, since the first two terms are zero and α′

1α1 = 1, reduces to φ=0. Therefore,
∑

α2 −

λα2 = 0, or equivalently (
∑

−λIp)α2 = 0, so λ is once more an eigenvalue of
∑

, and α2 the

corresponding eigenvector. Again, λ = α′

2

∑

α2, so λ is to be as large as possible. Assuming
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that
∑

does not have repeated eigenvalues, λ cannot equal to λ1. If it did, it follows that

α2 = α1, violating the constraint α′

1α2 = 0. Hence, λ is the second largest eigenvalue of
∑

,

and α2 is the corresponding eigenvector.

As stated above, it can be shown that for the third, fourth,...,pth PC’s, the vectors of

coefficients α3α4, ....αp are the eigenvectors of
∑

corresponding to λ3λ4, ....λp, the third and

fourth largest,...., and the smallest eigenvalue respectively. Furthermore,

(11) var[α′

kx] = λk.........k = 1, 2, .....p.

It should be noted that sometimes the vectors αk are referred to as ‘principle components’.

3.2. Analytical Chart

Figure 3.1. Analytical work describing contribution of thesis by block diagram
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3.2.1. Data Set Matrix

Mi,j =



















X1,1 X1,2 · · · X1,j

X2,1 X2,2 · · · X2,n

...
...

. . .
...

Xj,1 Xj,2 · · · Xi,j



















iXj

Mi,j− > DataSet

i− > Users− > V alues−−− > (1)Discrete(2)Real

j− > V ariables/Categories

I want to

• Represent the relationship among the groups/values

• Represent any structure

• Groups

• Behavioral Patterns

• Dependencies between Each other

Set of Conditions

• λe1,j.λe2,j = 1[Orthogonal PC’s]

• Covariance Matrix [Sum of Eigenvalue 6= 1] for spammers data set, as grouping is

the focus.

• Correlation Matrix [Sum of Eigenvalue = 1] for Call Logs, as focus is on Extraction

of few PC’s and variable with maximum importance

• Data Normalization

Depending upon the datasets we have different applications of PC Analysis. There are

different set of conditions based on the data set and which I want to inherit from it. For

spammers data matrix there is less ambiguity compared to call log analysis.
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3.2.2. Analyzer

If iXj is low then it undergoes factor analysis as I need to derive the factors with most

contribution. Whereas, if iXj is high then Principal Component Analysis is applied on the

Dataset. Analyzer is a critical stage as choice of different analysis will lead to ambiguous

results. Both forms of analysis come under the section of factor analysis though it has some

variations. After initial calculations it has similar stages later on.

3.2.3. Factor Analysis

The basic idea underlying factor analysis is that p observed random variables, x, can be

expressed, except for an error term, as linear functions of m(< p) hypothetical (random)

variables or common factors. That is if x1, x2, ......, xp are the variables and f1, f2, .....fm are

the factors, then

(12) x1 = λ1,1f1 + λ1,2f2 + λ1,mfm + e1

(13) x2 = λ2,1f1 + λ2,2f2 + λ2,mfm + e2

(14) xj = λj,1f1 + λj,2f2 + λj,mfm + ep

where λjk, j = 1, 2, ....p; k = 1, 2, ....m are constraints called the Factor Loadings, and

ej, j = 1, 2, ...p are error terms, sometimes called specific factors (because ej is ‘specific’ to

xj, whereas the fk are ‘common’ to several xj). Equations above can be rewritten in matrix

form, with obvious notation as,

(15) X = Λf + e

x1, x2, ....xj − > Variables f1, f2, ....fm − > Factors

One contrast between PCA and factor analysis is immediately apparent. Factor analy-

sis attempts to achieve a reduction from p to m dimensions by invoking a model relating
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x1, x2, ......, xp to m hypothetical or latent variables. For most practical purposes PCA differs

from Factor analysis in having no explicit model [30] [33].

3.2.4. PCA Model Root Characteristic Extractor

The key to the problem is that much of the variability in the data set is not independent.

From all variables under consideration I could extract two variables that captured most of the

independent variability in the entire data set, a simple binary scatter diagram would reveal

most of the information in the data. Accordingly, data reduction is the primary objective

to extract a few uncorrelated variables that may capture most of the variability in the data

set, while preserving the orthogonality of these new optimal reference axes/variables (i.e.,

principal components). The 1st principal component captures the maximum variation in the

data set. The 2nd principal component has the next most variation, and so on.

• The coefficients of these new optimal reference axes are called loadings, and the

projections of the original data onto these axes are called scores.

• In a standard principal component analysis, the new reference represents the eigen-

vectors of the covariance matrix of the data by default. However, you can use the

correlation matrix instead.

• If you choose to standardize the data prior to the analysis, the new reference will

represent the eigenvectors of the correlation matrix of the data.

For more information regarding PCA Refer Section 3.

3.2.5. Eigenvectors

Eigenvalues are a special set of scalars associated with a linear system of equations (i.e., a

matrix equation) that are sometimes also known as characteristic roots, characteristic values,

proper values, or latent roots.

The determination of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a system is important in physics

and engineering, where it is equivalent to matrix diagonalization. They arise in common

applications such as stability analysis, the physics of rotating bodies, and small oscillations

of vibrating systems, to name only a few. Each eigenvalue is paired with a corresponding
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so-called eigenvector (or, in general, a corresponding right eigenvector and a corresponding

left eigenvector; there is no analogous distinction between left and right for eigenvalues).

The decomposition of a square matrix X into eigenvalues and eigenvectors is known in

this work as eigen decomposition. The fact that this decomposition is always possible, as

long as the matrix consisting of the eigenvectors of X is square, it is known as the eigen

decomposition theorem.

After computing the eigenvalues the eigen matrix will look as follows,

λe,j =



















Xe1

1,1 Xe2

1,2 · · · Xen

1,j

Xe1

2,1 Xe2

2,2 · · · Xen

2,n

...
...

. . .
...

Xe1

j,1 Xe2

j,2 · · · Xen

n,j



















nXj

After computing the eigenvalues, the fundamental PC’s are as follows,

(16) X1,j = λ1,1X1 + λ1,2X2 + .... + λ1,jXj

(17) =
e

∑

j=1

λe,jXj

3.2.6. Top PC Extractor

A scree Plot is a simple line segment plot that shows the fraction of total variance in the

data as explained or represented by each PC. The PCs are ordered, and by definition are

therefore assigned a number label, by decreasing order of contribution to total variance. The

PC with the largest fraction contribution is labeled with the label name from the preferences

file. Such a plot when read left-to-right across the abscissa can often show a clear separation

in fraction of total variance where the ‘most important’ components cease and the ‘least

important’ components begin. The point of separation is often called the ‘elbow’.

One rule is to consider only those with eigenvalues over 1.

Default
∑

λen,j > 1

Another rule of thumb is to plot all the eigenvalues in their decreasing order.
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Set Threshold
∑

en,j > Threshold λe
PC′s

,j PC ′s = 1, 2, 3 << n

The plot looks like the side of a mountain, and “scree” refers to the debris fallen from a

mountain and lying at its base. So the scree test proposes to stop analysis at the point the

mountain ends and the debris (error) begins.

This is the final step of PCA, and is also the easiest. Once I have chosen the components

(eigenvectors) that I wish to keep in the data and formed a feature vector, I simply take the

transpose of the vector and multiply it on the left of the original data set, transposed.

F inalData = RowFeatureV ectorXRowDataAdjust

where RowFeatureV ector is the matrix with the eigenvectors in the columns transposed

so that the eigenvectors are now in the rows, with the most significant eigenvector at the

top, and RowDataAdjust is the mean-adjusted data transposed, that is the data items are

in each column, with each row holding a separate dimension.

It will give us the original data solely in terms of the vectors I chose. The original data

set had two axes, x and y , so the data was in terms of them. It is possible to express data in

terms of any two axes that you like. If these axes are perpendicular, then the expression is

the most efficient. This was why it was important that eigenvectors are always perpendicular

to each other. I have changed the data from being in terms of the axes x and y , and now

they are in terms of 2 eigenvectors. In the case of when the new data set has reduced

dimensionality. I have left some of the eigenvectors out, the new data is only in terms of the

vectors that I decide to keep.

3.2.7. PC Grouping

The majority of cluster analysis techniques require a measure of similarity or dissimilarity

between each pair of observations, and PCs have been used quite extensively in the compu-

tation of one type of dissimilarity. If the p variables that are measured for each observation

are quantitative and in similar units, then an obvious measure of dissimilarity between two

observations is the Euclidean distance between the observation in the p dimensional space

defined by the variables.
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Suppose that a PCA is done based on the covariance or correlation matrix, and that

m(< p) PCs account for the most of the variation in x. A possible alternative dissimilarity

measure is the Euclidean distance between a pair of observations in the m-dimensional

subspace defined by the first m PCs. Similarly, the distance calculated from all p PCs for

the correlation matrix is the same as that calculated from the p standardized variables. Using

m instead of p PCs simply provides an approximation to the original Euclidean distance,

and it is calculated as follows,

(18) d2(X1,j, X2,j) =
e

∑

k=1

(|Ui,e − Ui+1,e|
2)1/2

The distance matrix is represented as ,

=



















d1,1 d1,2 · · · d1,j

d2,1 d2,2 · · · d2,n

...
...

. . .
...

dj,1 dj,2 · · · di,j



















iXj

3.2.8. Component Plot

In the scatter plot for factor loadings, each variable is represented as a point. In this plot

I could rotate the axes in any direction without changing the relative locations of the points

to each other; however, the actual coordinates of the points, that is, the factor loadings

would of course change. In this example, if you produce the plot it will be evident that if I

rotate the axes by about 45 degrees we might attain a clear pattern of loadings identifying

the work satisfaction items and the home satisfaction items.

There are various rotational strategies that have been proposed. The goal of all of these

strategies is to obtain a clear pattern of loadings, that is, factors that are somehow clearly

marked by high loadings for some variables and low loadings for others. This general pattern

is also sometimes referred to as simple structure. Typical rotational strategies are varimax,

quartimax, and equamax.
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CHAPTER 4

GROUPING ALGORITHMS

The chapter presents an overview of pattern clustering methods from a statistical pattern

recognition perspective, with a goal of providing useful advice and references to fundamental

concepts accessible to the broad community of clustering practitioners. I present a taxonomy

of clustering techniques, and identify cross-cutting themes and recent advances [34]. It

is important to understand the difference between clustering (un-supervised classification)

and discriminant analysis (supervised classification). In supervised classification, we are

provided with a collection of labeled (pre-classified) patterns; the problem is to label a

newly encountered, yet unlabeled, pattern.

Clustering is the un-supervised classification of patterns (observations, data items, or

feature vectors) into groups (clusters). The clustering problem has been addressed in many

contexts and by researchers in many disciplines; this reflects its broad appeal and usefulness

as one of the steps in exploratory data analysis. However, clustering is a difficult problem

combinatorially, and differences in assumptions and contexts in different communities has

made the transfer of useful generic concepts and methodologies slow to occur.

Typically, the given labeled (training) patterns are used to learn the descriptions of classes

which in turn are used to label a new pattern. In the case of clustering, the problem is to

group a given collection of unlabeled patterns into meaningful clusters. In a sense, labels

are associated with clusters also, but these category labels are data driven; that is, they are

obtained solely from the data.

Clustering is useful in several exploratory pattern-analysis, grouping, decision-making,

and machine-learning situations, including data mining, document retrieval, image segmen-

tation, and pattern classification. However, in many such problems, there is little prior

information (e.g., statistical models) available about the data, and the decision-maker must
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Figure 4.1. Components of a clustering task

make as few assumptions about the data as possible. It is under these restrictions that

clustering methodology is particularly appropriate for the exploration of interrelationships

among the data points to make an assessment (perhaps preliminary) of their structure.

The term “clustering” is used in several research communities to describe methods for

grouping of unlabeled data. These communities have different terminologies and assumptions

for the components of the clustering process and the contexts in which clustering is used.

4.1. Components of a Clustering Task

Typical pattern clustering activity involves the following steps [35]:

(i) Pattern representation (optionally including feature extraction and/or selection),

(ii) Definition of a pattern proximity measure appropriate to the data domain

(iii) Clustering or grouping

(iv) Data abstraction (if needed)

(v) Assessment of output (if needed)

Pattern representation refers to the number of classes, the number of available patterns, and

the number, type, and scale of the features available to the clustering algorithm. Some of

this information may not be controllable by the practitioner. Feature selection is the process

of identifying the most effective subset of the original features to use in clustering. Feature

extraction is the use of one or more transformations of the input features to produce new

salient features. Either or both of these techniques can be used to obtain an appropriate

set of features to use in clustering. Pattern proximity is usually measured by a distance
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function defined on pairs of patterns. A variety of distance measures are in use in the various

communities [36] [35] [37]. A simple distance measure like Euclidean distance can often be

used to reflect dissimilarity between two patterns; whereas, other similarity measures can

be used to characterize the conceptual similarity between patterns. Distance measures are

discussed in Section 4.1.1.

The grouping step can be performed in a number of ways. The output clustering (or

clusterings) can be hard (a partition of the data into groups) or fuzzy (where each pattern

has a variable degree of membership in each of the output clusters). Hierarchical clustering

algorithms produce a nested series of partitions based on a criterion for merging or splitting

clusters based on similarity. Partitional clustering algorithms identify the partition that

optimizes (usually locally) a clustering criterion. Additional techniques for the grouping

operation include probabilistic [38] and graph-theoretic [39] clustering methods. The variety

of techniques for cluster formation is described in Section 4.1.2.

Data abstraction is the process of extracting a simple and compact representation of

a data set. Here, simplicity is either from the perspective of automatic analysis (so that

a machine can perform further processing efficiently) or it is human-oriented (so that the

representation obtained is easy to comprehend and intuitively appealing). In the clustering

context, a typical data abstraction is a compact description of each cluster, usually in terms

of cluster prototypes or representative patterns such as the centroid [37].

How is the output of a clustering algorithm evaluated? What characterizes a ‘good’

clustering result and a ‘poor’ one? All clustering algorithms will, when presented with data,

produce clusters regardless of whether the data contain clusters or not. If the data does

contain clusters, some clustering algorithms may obtain ‘better’ clusters than others. The

assessment of a clustering procedure’s output, then, has several facets. One is actually an

assessment of the data domain rather than the clustering algorithm itself. Data which do

not contain clusters should not be processed by a clustering algorithm.
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4.1.1. Metrics Used: Similarity Measures or Dissimilarity Measures

Since similarity is fundamental to the definition of a cluster, a measure of the similarity

between two patterns drawn from the same feature space is essential to most clustering

procedures. Because of the variety of feature types and scales, the distance measure (or

measures) must be chosen carefully. It is most common to calculate the dissimilarity between

two patterns using a distance measure defined on the feature space. I will focus on the well-

known distance measures used for patterns whose features are all continuous. The most

popular metric for continuous features is the euclidean distance

(19) d2(Xi, Xj) = (

d
∑

k=1

(xi,k − xj,k)
2)1/2 = ||Xi − Xj ||2,

which is a special case (p = 2) of the minkowski metric

(20) dp(Xi, Xj) = (
d

∑

k=1

|xi,k − xj,k|
p)1/p = ||Xi − Xj ||p,

The euclidean distance has an intuitive appeal as it is commonly used to evaluate the

proximity of objects in two or three-dimensional space. It works well when a data set has

“compact” or “isolated” clusters [40]. The drawback to direct use of the minkowski metrics is

the tendency of the largest-scaled feature to dominate the others. Solutions to this problem

include normalization of the continuous features (to a common range or variance) or other

weighting schemes. Linear correlation among features can also distort distance measures;

this distortion can be alleviated by applying a whitening transformation to the data or by

using the squared mahalanobis distance

(21) dM (Xi, Xj) = (Xi −Xj)
−1
∑

(Xi − Xj)
T ,

where the patterns xi and xj are assumed to be row vectors, and
∑

is the sample covariance

matrix of the patterns or the known covariance matrix of the pattern generation process;

dM (., .) assigns different weights to different features based on their variances and pairwise

linear correlations. Some clustering algorithms work on a matrix of proximity values instead
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of on the original pattern set. It is useful in such situations to pre-compute all the n(n−1)/2

pairwise distance values for the n patterns and store them in a (symmetric) matrix.

4.1.2. Hierarchical Algorithms

The operation of a hierarchical clustering algorithm is illustrated using the two-dimensional

data set in figure 4.2. This figure depicts seven patterns labeled A, B, C, D, E, F, and G in

three clusters. A hierarchical algorithm yields a dendogram representing the nested group-

ing of patterns and similarity levels at which groupings change. A dendogram corresponding

to the seven points in figure 4.2(obtained from the single-link algorithm [35]) is shown in

figure 4.3. The dendogram can be broken at different levels to yield different clusterings of

the data.

Figure 4.2. Points falling in three clusters

Most hierarchical clustering algorithms are variants of the single-link [41], complete-

link [42], and minimum-variance [43] [44] algorithms. Of these, the single-link and complete

link algorithms are most popular. These two algorithms differ in the way they characterize

the similarity between a pair of clusters. In the single-link method, the distance between

two clusters is the minimum of the distances between all pairs of patterns drawn from the

two clusters (one pattern from the first cluster, the other from the second). In the complete-

link algorithm, the distance between two clusters is the maximum of all pairwise distances

between patterns in the two clusters. In either case, two clusters are merged to form a
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Figure 4.3. The dendogram obtained using the single-link algorithm

larger cluster based on minimum distance criteria. The complete-link algorithm produces

tightly bound or compact clusters [45]. The single-link algorithm, by contrast, suffers from

a chaining effect [46]. It has a tendency to produce clusters that are straggly or elongated.

4.1.3. Agglomerative Single-Link Slustering algorithm

(i) Place each pattern in its own cluster. Construct a list of inter-pattern distances for

all distinct unordered pairs of patterns, and sort this list in ascending order.

(ii) Step through the sorted list of distances, forming for each distinct dissimilarity value

dk a graph on the patterns where pairs of patterns closer than dk are connected by a

graph edge. If all the patterns are members of a connected graph, stop. Otherwise,

repeat this step.

(iii) The output of the algorithm is a nested hierarchy of graphs which can be cut at

a desired dissimilarity level forming a partition (clustering) identified by simply

connected components in the corresponding graph.

4.1.4. Agglomerative Complete-Link Clustering algorithm

(i) Place each pattern in its own cluster. Construct a list of inter-pattern distances for

all distinct unordered pairs of patterns, and sort this list in ascending order.
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(ii) Step through the sorted list of distances, forming for each distinct dissimilarity value

dk a graph on the patterns where pairs of patterns closer than dk are connected

by a graph edge. If all the patterns are members of a completely connected graph,

stop.

(iii) The output of the algorithm is a nested hierarchy of graphs which can be cut at a

desired dissimilarity level forming a partition (clustering) identified by completely

connected components in the corresponding graph.

Hierarchical algorithms are more versatile than partitional algorithms. For example,

the single-link clustering algorithm works well on data sets containing non-isotropic clusters

including well-separated, chain-like, and concentric clusters, whereas a typical partitional

algorithm such as the k-means algorithm works well only on data sets having isotropic

clusters [46]. On the other hand, the time and space complexities [47] of the partitional

algorithms are typically lower than those of the hierarchical algorithms. It is possible to

develop hybrid algorithms [48] that exploit the good features of both categories.

4.1.5. Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering algorithm

(i) Compute the proximity matrix containing the distance between each pair of pat-

terns. Treat each pattern as a cluster.

(ii) Find the most similar pair of clusters using the proximity matrix. Merge these

two clusters into one cluster. Update the proximity matrix to reflect this merge

operation.

(iii) If all patterns are in one cluster, stop. Otherwise, go to step 2.

Based on the way the proximity matrix is updated in step (ii), a variety of agglomerative

algorithms can be designed. Hierarchical divisive algorithms start with a single cluster of all

the given objects and keep splitting the clusters based on some criterion to obtain a partition

of singleton clusters.
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4.1.6. K-Means Clustering Algorithm

(i) Choose k cluster centers to coincide with k randomly-chosen patterns or k randomly

defined points inside the hyper-volume containing the pattern set.

(ii) Assign each pattern to the closest cluster center.

(iii) Recompute the cluster centers using the current cluster memberships.

(iv) If a convergence criterion is not met, go to step 2. Typical convergence criteria

are: no (or minimal) reassignment of patterns to new cluster centers, or minimal

decrease in squared error.

Figure 4.4. The K-means algorithm is sensitive to the initial partition

Several variants [36] of the k-means algorithm have been reported in the literature. Some

of them attempt to select a good initial partition so that the algorithm is more likely to find

the global minimum value. Another variation is to permit splitting and merging of the

resulting clusters. Typically, a cluster is split when its variance is above a pre-specified

threshold, and two clusters are merged when the distance between their centroids is below

another pre-specified threshold. Using this variant, it is possible to obtain the optimal

partition starting from any arbitrary initial partition, provided proper threshold values are

specified. The well-known ISODATA [49] algorithm employs this technique of merging and

splitting clusters. If ISODATA is given the ellipse partitioning shown in figure 4.4 as an

initial partitioning, it will produce the optimal three-cluster partitioning. ISODATA will
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first merge the clusters A and B, C into one cluster because the distance between their

centroids is small and then split the cluster D, E, F, G, which has a large variance, into two

clusters D, E and F, G.

Another variation of the k-means algorithm involves selecting a different criterion function

altogether. The dynamic clustering algorithm (which permits representations other than the

centroid for each cluster) describes a dynamic clustering approach obtained by formulating

the clustering problem in the framework of maximum-likelihood estimation. The regularized

mahalanobis distance was used in [40] to obtain hyperellipsoidal clusters.
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CHAPTER 5

INFORMATION THEORY: ENTROPY

5.1. Introduction to Entropy Analysis

In information theory, the Shannon entropy or information entropy is a measure of the

uncertainty associated with a random variable. It quantifies the information contained in

a message, usually in bits or bits/symbol. It is the minimum message length necessary to

communicate information.

Equivalently, the Shannon entropy is a measure of the average information content the

recipient is missing when he does not know the value of the random variable.The concept

was introduced by Claude E. Shannon in his 1948 paper “A Mathematical Theory of Com-

munication” [50].

I had nothing to do with making a communication channel lossless or compression was

not our focus, I used concepts of entropy to extract the randomness associated to a variable

or a person to capture more behavioral information. For our model entropy was a crucial

element as I could derive and verify certain results, which gave us a technical backing to the

work I did using this analysis. For example one such application is to determine how random

is a particular botnet based on its spamming patterns, so that one can say how predictable

structure a particular spam bot is, and how difficult it is to trace one.

5.1.1. Definition

The information entropy of a discrete random variable X, that can take on possible values

x1...xn is

(22) H(X) = E(I(X)) = −
n

∑

i=1

p(xi)log2p(xi)

where
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I(X) is the information content or self-information of X, which is itself a random variable;

and

p(xi) = Pr(X = xi) is the probability mass function of X where p(xi) is the probability

mass function of outcome xi, and b is the base of the logarithm used. Possible values of b

are 2, e, and 10. The unit of the information entropy H is bit for b = 2, nat for b = e, dit

(or digit) for b = 10.

5.1.2. Entropy Application for Call Logs

Mobile phone has moved beyond being a mere technological object and has become an

integral part of many people’s social lives. This has had profound implications on both how

people as individuals perceive communication as well as in the patterns of communication

of humans as a society. In this thesis I try to capture the behavior of phone users based

on their calling patterns and infer trend of behavior dependencies using techniques such

as entropy, principal factor analysis and correlation function. I present a new method for

precise measurement of randomness of phone user based on their calling patterns such as

location of the call, talk time, calling time and interconnected time and infer relationship

among them [51].

Recently there has been increasingly growing interests in the field of mobile social net-

works analysis, but due to the unavailability of data, there have been far fewer studies. The

reality mining project at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [11] has made pub-

licly available large datasets from their projects. I implement the techniques on the reality

mining dataset which was collected over 9 months by monitoring the cell phone usage of

100 participants. The information collected in the call logs includes user IDs (unique num-

ber representing a mobile phone user), time of call, call direction (incoming and outgoing),

incoming call description (missed, accepted), talk time, and tower IDs (location of phone

users). These 100 phone users are students, professors, and staffs. Using purely objective

data first time the researchers can get an accurate glimpse into human behaviors. Our inter-

est in this data set is to study the behavior of the phone user using information theory [52],

data mining and data reduction techniques.
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The main contribution of entropy is to infer the relationship between the randomness

levels in behavior of the phone users in a cellular network.

Figure 5.1. Block diagram for contribution of entropy using call logs

While individual phone user’s calling behavior is random, some users might be more

predictable than others. Being more predictable can also mean being less random. To

quantify the randomness or amount of predictable structure in an individual calling pattern,

the information entropy can be used. Next, I perform factor analysis in order to further study

the relationship of the randomness levels (entropy) based on the underlying parameters.

The main application of factor analysis is: (1) to reduce the number of variables and

(2) to detect structure in the relationship between variables, that is to classify variables.

In the analysis I use it for both the purposes. The flow diagram of the principal factor

analysis is shown in figure 5.3. Factor analysis is generally used to encompass both principal

components and principal factor analysis. The eigenvalue for a given factor measures the

variance in all the variables which is accounted by that factor, as stated in table 5.1. If a

factor has a low eigenvalue, then it is contributing little to the explanation of variances in

the variables and may be ignored as redundant with more important factors. Eigenvalue is

not the percent of variance explained but rather a measure of amount of variance in relation
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Table 5.1. Total variance explained

Factor Initial Eigenvalues
Total % of Variance Cumulative %

1 1.598 39.953 39.953
2 1.025 25.616 65.568
3 0.730 18.243 83.811
4 0.648 16.189 100.00

to total variance (since variables are standardized to have means of 0 and 1, total variance

is equal to the number of variables).

Figure 5.2. Scree plot determining number of components extracted for our analysis

Initial eigenvalues and eigenvalues after extraction (extracted sums of squared loadings)

are same for principal component analysis (PCA) extraction [30], but for factor analysis

eigenvalues after extraction will be lower than their initial counterparts. The plot of the

entropy based on four parameters lying on the first and second factor is shown in figure 5.3

where the actual values are given by table 6.1. It can be observed that the entropy based

on location and calling time are positively lying on the first factor whereas the entropy

based on inter-connected time and talk time are positively lying on the second factor. Since

the first and second factor are orthogonal i.e., uncorrelated, one can notice two established

relations between; (1)entropy based on location and calling time and (2) entropy based on

inter-connected time and talk time.
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Table 5.2. Factor matrix

Component Factor

H(T) 0.548 -0.169
H(I) 0.478 -0.007
H(C) -0.371 0.519
H(L) -0.049 0.501

Figure 5.3. Factor plot determining relationship between variables H(T ),
H(I) and H(C), H(L)

The result based on the trend lines, correlation coefficients, and factor analysis tells

us that there is a high correlation in the randomness in phone user’s location and his/her

calling time, also high correlation in the randomness in phone user’s inter-connected time

and his/her talk time. This draws the conclusion of our study that phone users who have

high mobility tend to be more variable in time of making calls but less variable in time spent

talking on the phone as well as the inter-connected time. By the same token, the phone

users who spend high random amount of time talking on the phone tend to not be so much

random in mobility compared to those who have more predictable talk time.

5.1.3. Entropy Application for Spammers Behavior Analysis

How easy it is to detect/trace botnet spam machines?
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One has to distinguish between normal and malicious activities. In figure 8.2 one can

see that after bot receive commands from their controller they respond immediately and

accurately so I have a constant response time in terms of Bot structure. Where as a legitimate

host receives a message, it responds or performs an action from a wide variety of possibilities,

after a variable thinking time. A botnet machine I assume performs a preprogrammed set

of activities so therefore I have all the variables of header analysis used as metrics for botnet

detection.

To quantify the randomness or amount of predictable structure in an individual botnet

group, the information entropy can be used. The information entropy or Shannon’s entropy

is a measure of uncertainty of a random variable. The information entropy as given in 23

was introduced by Shannon [50].

(23) H(X) = −
∑

x

p(x)log2p(x),

where X is a discrete random variable, and the probability mass function p(x) = Pr(X =

x). The spam botnet pattern can be observed from the active time, time of arrival, frequency

and content length of email spam. Let A, T , N and C be random variables representing

active time, time of arrival, frequency and content length respectively. The entropy of Active

time can be calculated by 24.

(24) H(A) = −
∑

t

p(a)log2p(a),

where the probability p(a) is a ratio of the number of mails during tth hour slot to the

total number of mails of all time slots. The entropy of time of arrival can be calculated

by 25.
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(25) H(T ) = −
∑

t

p(t)log2p(t),

where the probability p(t) is a ratio of the number of mails during tth hour slot to the total

number of mails of all time slots. By the same token, the randomness in the spammers active

time content length H(C)and frequency H(N), can also be quantified using information

entropy which is defined in 23. Further detail explanation is also given in Section 8.1
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CHAPTER 6

BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS OF SPAM BOTNETS

First, I developed a feature set for each Spammer, as a data set matrix. I then applied

PCA to the feature set to identify features which captures most of the variance in the data

set. Further, I clustered these spammers into groups based on their behavior patterns. I

considered the possibility that a spammer might spam multiple receivers within the same

domain. To examine this I identified common behaviors for a group of spammers by using

the proximity between the senders (using a distance metric) and by applying clustering

algorithms.

To verify the approach’s accuracy, I hand-labeled the data and compared those results

to the automatic botnet identification of each corpus. Accuracies around 90% have been

achieved. Thus, using the proposed technique, I may effectively block those spammers as

groups instead of blocking them individually.

Figure 6.1. Architecture
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6.1. Proposed Approach

Identifying the behavior patterns of spam botnets is based on three phases which are

described next.

Phase I: Feature selection using Principal Component Analysis

The goal of phase I is to reduce the data set and extract only relevant data through the

traditional use of eigen analysis. After performing Eigen analysis, I select the feature set

which can be used for grouping and which captures maximum variance in the data. The

matrix input is NxM ; where N is the number of spammers and M is the number of features

in the set.

Phase II: Proximity between Senders

This phase is used to find the association pattern between spammers. The association

pattern is evaluated using the euclidean distance defined between pairs of senders. Input

given to this stage is the NxL matrix from Phase I. The output is a NxN proximity matrix

(a dissimilarity matrix); it gives us the proximity relation between each pair of senders. The

lesser the value the more closely associated the particular pair of spammers are.

Phase III: Grouping Methods

In phase III, we want to cluster spammers who exhibit similar patterns of spamming

behavior. Now, using the proximity matrix generated in phase II, we group spammers

with similar proximity values into one cluster, using algorithms such as Hierarchical and

K-means clustering. The output at this stage gives us clusters of spammers. Thus, based

on the closeness of each sender, we have groupings of compromised computers, i.e., bots for

each spammer.

6.2. Background

The approach proposed here relies on two existing methods. The first, principal com-

ponent analysis, is used to extract the components that have a higher impact for a given

data set. The second method, clustering, enables classifying individuals into groups evincing

similar patterns. A brief description of both techniques is given next.
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6.2.1. Principal Component Analysis

Typically, [30] [57] PCA is used to reduce the dimensionality of a data set consisting of

a large number of interrelated variables while retaining as much as possible of the variation

present in the data set. This is achieved by transforming to a new set of variables, the

principal components (PCs), which are uncorrelated, and ordered so that the first few retain

most of the variation present in the original variables.

Suppose that X is a vector of p random variables, and we want to infer about the variances

of the p random variables and the structure of the covariances or correlations between the

p variables. One observes the p variances and
{

1

2
× p(p − 1)

}

correlations or covariances,

which increase in complexity with the increase in size of X. An alternative is to observe

for a few derived variables (<< p) [30] that preserve most of the information given by these

variances and correlations or covariances.

6.2.1.1. Choosing a Subset of Principal Components. In this study we use the scree test,

developed by Cattell [58] [33], to decide how many PCs should be retained to account for

most of the variation in X.

Principal components are successively chosen to have the largest possible variance [30].

Suppose the variance of the kth PC is lk, scree test involves looking at a plot of lk against k

and deciding at which value of k the slopes of lines joining the plotted points are ‘steep’ to

the left of k, and ‘not steep’ to the right. This value of k, (defining an ‘elbow’ in the graph),

is taken to be the number of components m to be retained.

6.2.2. Hierarchical Clustering

Hierarchical algorithms [59] can be agglomerative (“bottom-up”) or divisive (“top-down”).

Agglomerative algorithms begin with each element as a separate cluster and merge them into

successively larger clusters. Divisive algorithms begin with a whole set and divide the set

into successively smaller clusters.

We have used an agglomerative algorithm for clustering. This method builds the hi-

erarchy from the individual elements by progressively merging clusters. In this approach,
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clustering begins with each element as a separate cluster. We continue grouping based on

correlation until we have formed one cluster.

6.2.3. K-Means Clustering

K-Means clustering provides a simple procedure to classify a data set through a certain

number of fixed clusters(assume k clusters). The idea is to define k centroids, one for each

cluster. These centroids must be placed carefully because location will affect the results. A

better choice is to place the centroids as far as possible from each other. Then, we can take

each point belonging to a given data set and associate it with its nearest centroid.

6.3. Eigen-Behavior of Spammers

Typically, incoming emails consist of emails from numerous senders. For instance, emails

may originate from telemarketers, fraudsters, family, friends and opt-in senders. As the

percentage of these unsolicited emails increases in the incoming email traffic, annoyance

or nuisance increases, resulting in a loss of productivity. To verify this, we categorized the

incoming email traffic collected at an enterprise’s mailserver by asking the recipients to hand-

label their emails. We have examined a corpus of emails, all from spammers. Based on the

spammers’ locations, we categorized the traffic profile of the botnet groups. Identifying the

spammers’ physical locations cannot be achieved using the originating location of the spam

as spammers use compromised machines (bots). Often the spammer is physically located

elsewhere. Here we define spammers-feature matrix and group-feature matrix (mix of spam

& legitimate emails), over which we performed PCA to identify the association patterns

among spammers. Spammers-feature matrix and group-feature matrix are m by n matrices,

where m is the total number of senders and n is the number of considered features.

Spammers− feature =
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group − feature =
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In spammers-feature matrix m, corresponds to the total number of spammers whereas,

in group-feature matrix m is a mix of spammers and legitimate senders. The values e1
ij and

e2
ij for each entry in the column vector are measurements corresponding to parameters, listed

below, extracted from the header of the e-mails.

• Time of arrival

• Inter-arrival Time

• Active Time

• Content length

• Frequency

• Content type

Typical header format of an email is as follows:

————————————————————————————————

X-Originating-IP: [222.33.169.23]

From: HomeDepot GiftCenter¡Patiencesztxehfcswgpk

Date: Mon, 23 Jul 2007 08:40:28 +0-800

Content-Length: 839

————————————————————————————————

X-Originating-IP: [207.210.120.235]

From: “Lingerie Order: 20060910B7”

Date: Sun, 22 Jul 2007 12:59:25 +0000

Content-Length: 1004

————————————————————————————————

X-Originating-IP: [207.210.120.230]
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Received: from 207.210.120.230 (HELO ecardnotice.com) (207.210.120.230)

Content-Type: text/html; charset=“UTF-8”

From: “TJ Maxx Certificate”

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: “XXXXX”

Date: Sun, 22 Jul 2007 04:54:01 +0000

Content-Length: 898

————————————————————————————————

The above features have been selected based on PCA. We can see at this point that I do

not need to use all the eigenvectors. We represent the data in terms of vectors where the

eigenvalues are higher than a threshold (pre-specified at the time of analysis). In the following

sections we will discuss the strategies used in choosing a subset of principal components and

get a consistent representation of the underlying patterns.

6.3.1. Components Selection

As a first step in the analysis, we decide how many principal components to retain. This

helps identify the predominant features common between the spammers spamming a specific

recipient. To achieve this, we retain only components with eigenvalues above 1.0 [57, 30].

That is, we drop any component that accounts for less variance than does a single variable.

We used scree test [58] to determine the most significant eigenvectors, those account for most

of variation.

Figure 6.2 is a scree plot obtained by performing PCA on one of the corpus. It can

be observed that four principal components (active time, time of arrival, frequency, and

content length) account for most of the email corpus’s variation. Therefore, I retained four

components for further analysis. The plot also provides a visual aid for deciding at what

point including the additional features no longer increases the amount of variance accounted

for by a non-trivial amount.

For the corpus-I feature set, the first four components have eigenvalues greater than 1.0.

Component 1:active time, component 2:content length, component 3:frequency cumulatively
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Figure 6.2. Scree plot for corpus

Table 6.1. Component matrix

Component eigen % of cumulative %
Value Variance

1 1.798 29.971 29.971
2 1.094 18.231 48.202
3 1.014 16.906 65.108
4 0.994 16.572 81.634
5 0.897 14.954 96.634
6 0.202 3.366 100.00

account for 65% of the variance whereas the inclusion of time of arrival increases the cu-

mulative variance to 81%. The features active time, content length, frequency and time of

arrival account for the maximum variation.

6.3.2. Component Plot in Rotated Space

Another matrix of interest is the component matrix, also known as the feature pattern

matrix. Loadings, the entries in this component matrix, are correlations between the com-

ponents and the variables (in our case the features) between various parameters.

Each principal component represents an orthogonal dimension. I retained three dimen-

sions, so that we can plot them on a 3-D plane. But, later in our study we also retain more

than three components so that we can examine at several pairwise plots.

I rotate these axes so that the three dimensions passed more nearly through the major

clusters. By rotating them, (preserving their perpendicularity), one axis passes through or
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Figure 6.3. Component plot in rotated space

near the one cluster, the other through or near the other cluster. Table 6.1 is the loading

matrix after rotation and figure 6.3 gives the component plot in rotated space.

One can see from figure 6.3 that different variables load well on different components,

Active time shows its highest positive loadings towards the first component and so does Inter-

arrival time. Thus component 1 has a strong affinity towards these two parameters. Similarly

the next two parameters, content length and time are positively loaded on component 3.

Using this qualitative approach, we provide quantitative based result, where based on two

parameters grouping was obtained.

6.3.3. Eigen-clustering of spammers

Once we obtained the principal components, we identified clusters of spammers sharing

similar spamming patterns. This is done by rotating the components and plotting the points

in a 3-D plane. Figure 6.4 displays the corpus-I subjects in a 3-D plane formed by rotating

the first three eigen-vectors.

In the figure 6.4 one can notice the cluster of spammers well separated from the clusters of

legitimate senders. We further studied the cluster of spammers and classified these spammers

based on the similarities in their association patterns. Figure 6.5 displays the various sub-

clusters of spammers having similar association patterns. Overall results obtained from this
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Figure 6.4. Cluster of spammers sharing similar patterns

Figure 6.5. Cluster of spammers in corpus-I based on their association patterns

analytical study were satisfying. We were able to cluster the subjects in corpus-I with a

precision of 91.86% with few false positives and false negatives.

6.3.4. Clustering

I performed K-means [60, 35, 61, 62] clustering to corpus 1. As a result, we clustered the

spammers into three prominent clusters, (Table 6.2.) We also found 18 missing cases while

performing K-means. Missing data values [63] can occur for 2 reasons: either a measurement

is made and then lost or a measurement cannot be made at all. I signify missing values by

using the symbol “N” in the data matrix. In the analysis, missing data is just 1.7% of the
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Figure 6.6. Results of the application of the K-means clustering algorithm
for K=10

total matrix values, so it does not have impact on the clustering method. When I standardize

the matrix, I act as if the N ’s are not present. That is, skip over them.

Table 6.2. Number of cases in the clusters

Cluster Number of Spammers

1 1
2 412
3 96
4 3
5 3
6 3
7 4
8 1
9 498
10 1

Valid 1022
Missing 18

Figure 6.6 shows the number of clusters on the X axis. The Y axis shows the distance of

spammers from their classification cluster’s center. Spammers having their centroids close to

a classification cluster are classified as a group (represented by a vertical line of spammers

who are closely associated in figure 6.6). Thus we can say that the spammers having similar

features will have their centroids exactly or close to the classification cluster.
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We also have few outliers present in K-means clustering; These senders (outliers) have

a pattern of spamming which does not fall into any of the clusters. Hence, they comprise

a separate cluster, since it’s an iterative process any new spammers will be associated with

their corresponding clusters.

After performing K-means clustering we further analyzed the results and categorize in-

dividuals in each cluster based on similar time of arrival, content length and frequency. In

addition, these individuals also shared other similarities such as possessing the same network

ID and having a close (or the same) geographic location. Thus, I identified botnets which

were present in each cluster. I also discuss the accuracy of these identifications in Sec. 6.6.

We have represented the association patterns based on the feature set, consider figure 6.5

showing categories of spammers having similar: time of arrival & content length, time of

arrival & number of emails, content length & number of emails. Since we have set k=10 we

will have 10 different cases which belong to one of the block having atleast 2 similar feature

in the feature set.

6.3.5. Average Linkage Clustering

The average linkage clustering is a method of calculating distance between clusters in hi-

erarchical cluster analysis. The linkage function specifying the distance between two clusters

is computed as the average distance between spammer from the first cluster and spammer

from the second cluster. The averaging is performed over all pairs of spammers, where one of

the pair is an object from the first cluster, and the other is an object from the second cluster.

The dissimilarity between clusters is calculated using cluster average values; of course there

are many ways of calculating an average.

6.3.6. Agglomeration Schedule

An agglomerative, hierarchical classification starts of with each element as a separate

cluster and goes on grouping based on the correlation until it forms one whole cluster. This

method builds the hierarchy from the individual elements by progressively merging clusters.
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Figure 6.7. Agglomeration schedule iteration

Figure 6.7 shows how the agglomeration algorithm groups them into clusters: That is

at each stage which 2 senders are merged. The table also shows the previous stage the

two cluster’s which are currently being merged,appeared in their preceding stages. The

next stage column indicates the next particular stage the agglomeration takes place. The

agglomeration schedule shows the amount of error created at each clustering stage when two

different objects (spammers) are brought together to create a new cluster. A large jump in

value of the error term indicates the two different things have been brought together and

there is a significant typology at that level of fusion.

6.3.6.1. Hierarchical Clustering. We also used a hierarchical clustering algorithm which

produced similar results. The initial 5 hierarchical levels are depicted in figure 6.10. There

are known advantages and disadvantages of using different clustering approaches.

Hierarchical clustering plays an important role in our observations, as it provides a tree-

like structure called a dendogram which presents hierarchical relations between clusters.

Using hierarchical clustering, we capture a concentric cluster,which is not the case in K-

means clustering.

Hierarchical clustering is less efficient than K-means as one has to compute at least

nxn similarity coefficients and,then, update them during the clustering process. If a data
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set is very large, efficiency is a key issue. Because K-means was conceptually the simpler

method, we used it first on the corpus-I as its results were often sufficient for the analysis.

An additional problem associated with an hierarchical clustering approach is that it is not

easy to define levels for clusters.

As for the dendograms produced, one must prune the tree structure as per the hypothesis;

so, deciding the level might be difficult. K-means algorithm has low complexity O(nkt) where

t= no. of iterations. One basic disadvantage of the K-means algorithm is that we must

specify k number of clusters to be formed initially. This may lead to erroneous results when

we specify less than the cluster groups. Hence, clusters are sensitive to initial assignment of

centroids.

Given the input set S, the goal is to produce a hierarchy (dendogram) in which nodes

represent subsets of S. In the above dendogram, IP addresses of the senders represent the

nodes of the tree. Features of the tree obtained:

• The root is the whole input set S

• The leaves are the individual elements of S

• The internal nodes are defined as the union of their children

Each level of the tree represents a partition of the input data into several (nested) clusters

or groups. All the IP addresses which are closely related are nested under one level (k) , if

the distance of the similarity increases then it jumps altogether to another level (say k=2)

indicating less association between them.

• Based upon the correlation value between senders the dendogram is plotted

• If the correlation value between 2 senders is very close then they are grouped into

one

• Similarly the mechanism goes on grouping based on the correlation values until we

get one single cluster as a whole

The relation between objects is shown in proximity matrix (See figure. 6.9) in which rows

and columns correspond to objects. In our research, using the euclidean distance measure,

we computed the proximity matrix, which represents how close the senders are from each
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Figure 6.8. Representing compressed overview of dendograms of spammers

Figure 6.9. Figure describes a sample of each IP address (Sender) and its
proximity with all the other senders in the corpus

other. This is a matrix of: No. of senders × No. of senders. Where each sender shows his

proximity with all the other senders in the corpus. It gives a dissimilarity matrix, i.e lower

the value, closer the sender. Proximity values range from (0- 425) for example, the range of

proximities for level=1 is from (0-0.818).

In the figure 6.10, height of the vertical lines and the range of the (dis)similarity axis give

visual clues about the strength of the clustering. Long vertical lines indicate more distinct

separation between the groups. Long vertical lines at the top of the dendogram indicate

that the groups represented by those lines are well separated from one another. Shorter lines

indicate groups that are not distinct.

Each level of the tree as shown in figure 6.10 represents a partition of the input data into

several (nested) clusters or groups. All the IP addresses which are closely related are nested

under one level (k) , if the distance of the similarity increases then it jumps altogether to

another level (say k=2) indicating less association between them.

6.4. Clustering of Active Spammers and Timing Analysis

The most threatening spammers are the botnet spammers and within the botnet we

want to catch the one’s who are most active and are highly serious in spamming. We relate

seriousness term to the one who is having high frequency of spamming within a given short
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Figure 6.10. A sample of hierarchy levels of the algorithm up to level K=5

period of time. While it is difficult to estimate the total number of systems that participate

in botnets at any point in time, but during the process of sub clustering, we could get hold of

the number of spammers within the same botnet group who at the same time and in a similar

pattern spam a domain. Active spammers are categorized as those senders who send spam

email within the same range of time. So, spammers in the same group are active for same

amount of time. Furthermore, the magnitude of the botnet threat is now widely recognized to

be compounded by the emergence of an active botnet economy that is likely to be funded by

an organized crime [64] [65]. We further analyze the structure and behavior of botnets, (e.g.,

the network effects and impact of multiple bots communicating and reacting to botmaster

commands) will grow. We can analyze further from our results that within a botnet group

we have sub-clusters and these sub clusters are having similar trend of spamming in terms of

frequency and inter-active time, but their location of spamming is different. In our analysis

the bot machines from US are spamming during the daytime whereas from a different sub

cluster from the same botnet group is spamming in a similar trend from China/Australia.

So one can say that though these guys have separate locations and separate active time they

are managed by the same Bot Master which is sitting at a common place. We were also
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Figure 6.11. Analysis of active botnet groups in the spamming domain

able to track bots located at different places, by capturing their trend of spamming and by

studying their timing patterns.

6.4.1. Botnet Propagation Based on Time of Arrival

The graph represents a particular botnets timing patterns based on their Time of spam-

ming. Each bot is assumed to be a programmed machine or a compromised machine which

will spam within a time slot. We see bots spamming in burst and then they are inactive

throughout the day. But several bots are mastered together to keep spamming the entire

day. Botnet 9 has a trend of sending most of emails within the time range of 10 am to 9 pm.

There are few spam emails not falling in that category but they are treated as false positives

and negatives in our case. Whereas on the other hand botnet groups 2 and 3 have patterns

of spamming during late nights and early mornings so we assume them to be probably set up

somewhere outside USA (usually we observe a trend of receiving spam mails early morning

when we check our email in-box).
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Figure 6.12. Timing analysis of the botnet groups

6.5. Sub-Clustering

For a particular botnet as shown in figure 6.13 we can see 3 sub clusters of activity

formed. One can observe that within a botnet group we can think of sub-botnet groups.

Take a closer look at botnet 9’s activity.

We can observe that as the frequency increases the active time increases in case of botnet

9. Further we analyzed these spammers of botnet 9 to capture their sub botnets. We

computed the distances between spammer based on their active time and frequency, and sub

grouped botnets into different bots.

The distance metric which we selected was Pearsons Coefficient. In statistics, the Pearson

product-moment correlation coefficient (sometimes known as the PMCC) (r) is a measure of

the correlation of two variables X and Y measured on the same object or organism, that is,

a measure of the tendency of the variables to increase or decrease together. It is defined as

the sum of the products of the standard scores of the two measures divided by the degrees

of freedom:

(26) r =

∑

ZxZy

n − 1

Note that this formula assumes the Z scores are calculated using standard deviations

which are calculated using n - 1 in the denominator. Using this distance metric we tried
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Figure 6.13. Botnet timing activity for Group 9 which shows burst of
activities in 3 sub-groups

to analyze the sub-clusters within the same botnet group. In order to do that, we started

identifying the botnet group into 3 sub-clusters. The cluster membership is shown as follows.

We can categorize looking at the scatter plot that all the botnet 9 spammers can be

categorized into 3 groups or so and those subgroups have similar activity in terms of active

time and frequency. For the spammers within the botnet 9 having a high active time that

is the amount of time (Inter-arrival time) is high then their distance from the classification

center is less. Thresholding is done to capture serious spammers from each sub-cluster of

botnet group. The measurement of botnet is categorized using the distance metric.

The above graph correlates with the active time vs. frequency where within the first 300

minutes there is a similar activity and they all fall into sub cluster 1 and then the second

one starts of with the active time mote than 800 minutes whereas there is no activity within
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Figure 6.14. A table consisting of spammers having cluster-membership
and their distances from the centroid

Figure 6.15. Thresholding active spammers within a botnet group based
on their distance from the cluster centroid

the period of 400 minutes and 700 minutes during that time botnet 3 is the most active. So

it is quite obvious that these 2 botnets are managed by the same bot master.

We can see a common trend between different groups of bots though with different active

time. This proves that botnet masters are placed at one place at a different location and

it controls other bots. These bots are automated machines most of the time and for e.g. a

spam coming from a country like Australia during daytime might be night in USA. So the
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Figure 6.16. Categorization of the botnet group based on their distances

active time is more but the trend is similar. Thus we capture the trend in spamming using

the timing analysis.

An interesting pattern each sub botnet follows it starts with a distance of 150 or higher

and comes down to zero distance. It is highly possible that these two sub-bots are slaves

and they are managed by a master sitting somewhere else.

6.6. Hand Labeling & precision

If an instance (here an, email) is unwanted (spam or phishing) and classified as unwanted,

then, it is counted as true positive, “TP”. If an instance is wanted (legitimate) and classified

incorrectly as unwanted, it is counted as false positive “FP”. Let “P” and “N” be the total

number of positive and negative instances in a corpus; we determined the precision, true

positive rate “tprate” and false positive rate “fprate” of researched classifier as:

(27) Precision =

{

TP

TP + FP

}
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Figure 6.17. Figure depicts an interesting pattern of each sub-botnet group

(28) tprate =

{

TP

P

}

(29) fprate =

{

FP

N

}

To calculate the efficiency of our clustering technique and botnet classification, we re-

quired a means of measuring the precision. So, we hand labeled the spam data set and

calculated the accuracy of the technique. The most significant feature for classification of

botnet grouping was the network id and location from where the spam email was sent. We

can observe from the relevant work [66, 67, 26] that bots possess a similar network Id and they

may have same location of spamming, thus, because of the nature of bots, spamming usually

inherits similar behaviors when spamming a domain. Table 6.3 describes hand labeling of

botnet 9 and we can see that the spammers display similar behavior and characteristics.

They have their spamming time very close to each other.
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Table 6.3. Example: handlabelling of one of the botnet sub-group

IP Addresses Location Bot Group Month Day Time C.L

X.X.X.58 United States b9 Aug 6 2:26:25 1086
X.X.X.75 Malaysia b9 Aug 6 2:30:27 1250
X.X.X.98 Netherlands b9 Aug 6 2:31:12 1076
X.X.X.35 United States b9 Jul 23 5:10:36 873
X.X.X.66 United States b9 Jul 23 5:10:36 880
X.X.X.17 United States b9 Jul 23 5:11:41 713
X.X.X.23 China b9 Jul 23 5:11:19 801
Y.Y.Y.95 United States b9 Jul 23 5:08:41 736
Y.Y.Y.05 United States b9 Jul 23 5:10:14 562
Y.Y.Y.29 United States b9 Jul 23 5:07:23 736
Y.Y.Y.34 United States b9 Jul 23 5:08:54 645
Y.Y.Y.27 United States b9 Jul 23 5:11:01 1141
Y.Y.Y.93 United States b9 Jul 23 5:11:14 407
Y.Y.Y.33 United States b9 Jul 23 5:12:14 765
Y.Y.Y.69 United States b9 Jul 23 5:11:14 1961

During hand labeling, we also correlated characteristics of spam emails, such as, country,

city, network id, time of arrival, active time, content length and frequency. The following

properties are observed during our experiments and hand labeling:

• Spammers send large numbers of emails in a short period of time.

• Spammers send the same content repeatedly (with different IDs).

• Spammers send the same number of emails in a given day.

• Spam from a botnet arrives at its destination at the same time although spammers

are located in geographically distributed locations.

• Based on our corpus,major source of spam is from USA, followed by Malaysia and

China. Moreover, due to the time difference, Asia is actively sending spam while

USA is sleeping.

• A small number of botnets account for most spam.

• Spammers and legitimate users share SMTP paths and relays [31].

• In the email corpus of a single user, most spam was generated from a few botnets

and the emails were highly correlated.
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Table 6.4. Precision of analyses performed on corpus-I using K-means

Corpus-I Cluster True False False Precision
Analyses Positives Positives Negatives Hits

Botnet2 417 379 34 4 91.76%
Botnet3 97 81 11 5 88.04%
Botnet9 484 436 41 7 91.40%

Table 6.5. Precision of analysis performed on corpus-I using hierarchical clustering

Corpus-I Cluster True False False Precision
Analyses Positives Positives Negatives Hits

Botnet2 371 242 60 15 80.10%
Botnet9 257 222 30 5 88.09%

Botnet3 396 298 91 7 77.00%

Figure 6.18. Email traffic based on the geographic locations of spammers
in Clusters 2,3 & 9

• Hand labeling of botnets for a large corpus is humanly difficult and requires behavior-

based automation (e.g., the techniques described in this paper).

We used the true positive rate and false positive rate during Receiver Operating Charac-

teristics [68] analysis performed to optimize the performance. Tables 6.4 and 6.5 shows the

precision of our filter.

6.7. Traffic Shaping of Spam Botnets

The most challenging aspect of dealing with spam has been the seriousness, threat and

growth of ‘botnets’. According to a recent survey, spammers sent an estimated 80% of

email spam by using zombie PCs. One of the most common usages of botnet’s is to launch
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massive spams. Spam remains an annoying problem because a majority of spam filtering

techniques focus on the content of an email, which is in complete control of the spammers.

So, such techniques are not of use as their classification strategies depend upon the message’s

meaning. The approach avoids this limitation I base classification on the individual user’s

behavior. So one needs understanding of the network of botnet, its growth dynamics, threat

level and an approach to avoid automated ‘Bots’. Not much research on botnet is stated as

yet on the behavior analysis, there are few papers related to this work but they have more

to do with the IRC relays and their study.

An in-depth understanding of botnet behavior is a precursor to building effective defenses

against this serious and fast growing threat in emails and in future it would be the Voice

over IP (VoIP) applications. Using the technique I was able to perform a range of experi-

mental study on new methods and tools for characterizing, comparing, identifying, tracking,

dismantling, and preventing botnets.

The most threatening spammers are the botnet spammers and within the botnet we

want to catch the ones who are most active and are highly serious in spamming. I relate

seriousness term to the one who is having high frequency of spamming within a given short

period of time. While it is difficult to estimate the total number of systems that participate

in botnets at any point in time, but during the process of sub clustering, I could get hold

of the number of spammers within the same botnet group who at the same time and in a

similar pattern spam a domain.

Active spammers are categorized as those senders who send spam email within the same

range of time. So, spammers in the same group are active for same amount of time. Fur-

thermore, the magnitude of the botnet threat is now widely recognized to be compounded

by the emergence of an active botnet economy that is likely to be funded by an organized

crime.

I further analyze the structure and behavior of botnets, (e.g., the network effects and

impact of multiple bots communicating and reacting to botmaster commands) will grow. I

can analyze further from the results that within a botnet group it has sub-clusters and these
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sub clusters are having similar trend of spamming in terms of frequency and inter-active

time, but their location of spamming is different. In our case the bot machines from US are

spamming during the daytime whereas from a different sub cluster from the same botnet

group is spamming in a similar trend from China/Australia. So one can say that though

these guys have separate locations and separate active time they are managed by the same

Bot Master which is sitting at a common place. From the analysis I can track different

bots located at different places, by capturing their trend of spamming and by doing timing

analysis.

Main contribution of traffic shaping analysis

The main contribution is to develop a Traffic control mechanism which, categorize email

senders into categories such as legitimate, suspicious and Bots. I analyze traffic from their

behavior patterns and delay the traffic of their spamming which allows real time filtering

techniques to be used without the risk of false positives. I set up a simple traffic shaping

technique called Turing test in our analyzer for all the suspicious and spam mails, which will

eliminate the use of automated machines to send spam mails. In addition, I was able to find

the trace-ability of botnets based on Information theory.

6.8. Methodology

For this analysis I have considered a corpus of emails which includes both legitimate as

well as spam emails. Based on the spammers’ locations, I categorized the traffic profile of

the botnet groups.Identifying the spammers’ physical locations cannot be achieved using the

originating location of the spam as spammers use compromised machines(Bots).

First step is to separate legitimate senders from spammers using principal component

analysis (PCA) [30] [23]. From the spammers only traffic, I apply clustering techniques on

their feature set and identify botnet groups [24] [69]. Our study only focuses on the header

analysis which is not under the control of the spammer whereas a spammer can spoof the

content of an email. Using the analysis I was able to separate legitimate and spammers

traffic and also identify Bots with a precision of more than 90%.
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Figure 6.19. Flow diagram of pre-filtering analysis to avoid spam bots
using traffic shaping techniques

After separating out the legitimate traffic from spammers or suspicious spam Bots, I pass

the legitimate for advanced filtering techniques. Whereas suspicious and spam Bot traffic is

passed ahead for a Turing Test which will delay the transmission. According to [27] 90% of

spam mails are avoided if I delay their transmission channel. In our proposed approach, Tur-

ing test will not only delay spam traffic but also mitigate automatic use of zombie machines

(bots) which are used to send large chunk of spam mails. Methodology of the proposed filter

is a pre-filtering technique, which is controlled by the network administrator.

6.9. Conclusion

An in-depth understanding of botnet behavior is a precursor to building effective defenses

against this serious and fast growing threat in emails and in future it would be the voice over

IP applications. Using my technique I was able to perform a range of experimental study

on new methods and tools for characterizing, comparing, identifying, tracking, dismantling,

and preventing botnets.
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In this work I investigated the clustering structures of spammers based on spam traffic

collected over a period of 6 months. Our analysis shows that the relationship among spam-

mers demonstrate highly clustering structures based on features such as content length, time

of arrival and frequency of an email. I extracted many features like content type and storage

time but did not use them because the eigenvalues were very low and these features were

eliminated during Scree plot.

The inter-arrival time of spam from the same group of spammers exhibits long-range

dependence in the sense that the spam from the same group of botnets often arrives in-

burst. It was also observed that spammers associated with multiple groups tend to send

more spam in the near future. I need to emphasize that group-based method may not be

highly effective as a stand-alone approach as some groups may have only one member. Some

botnet groups had 1-10 spammers and I categorized them as outliers in this analysis.

Using the described clustering techniques, I could accurately identify botnets as they

usually inherit similar behavior when spamming a domain. By hand labeling I was able to

identify that these botnets indeed fall into a particular cluster with a precision closet to 90%.

I will continue to explore interesting properties of the clustering structures of telemarketing

spammers as our future work and also deploy the above techniques as a complementary tool

for existing anti-spam tools.
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CHAPTER 7

BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS OF CALLEE FOR UNWANTED CALLS

Presence technology is going to be an integral part of the next generation of communica-

tion technology [70] [71] [72]. It can eliminate telephone tag between two parties (caller and

callee), which will increase productivity of the parties and reduce unnecessary bandwidth

usage of unwanted calls. In this chapter, I propose a willingness estimator that computes

willingness level of a specified callee. By knowing the willingness value of the callee the caller

can decide on proceeding with the call or not. The proposed willingness estimator is tested

with real mobile user data, and these results are highly accurate. The present technology

can use callees mobile history (time, location, day) to accurately estimate willingness level

of callee and this could serve as one of the future presence based service.

7.1. Methodology

In our daily life, when we make a phone call, we often guess whether or not our call will

be answered by the intended called party (callee). Most of the time, we want our call to be

answered by the intended callee, however other times we want to leave a message instead of

speaking to the callee. Therefore, when we make a phone call, I try to estimate our chance

of being answered by the callee. I have based this estimation on

Time of the day : The callee is not likely to take a call during his/her busy hours or while

he/she is sleeping at night but more likely during his/her free hours such as time before

work or during his/her break or driving home after work. Therefore, I estimate the callee’s

willingness of taking a call based on when (time of call) we make the call.

Location: The callee is not likely to take any call while he/she is at work or in the theater

but he/she more likely to take a call while he/she is at home or apartment. Therefore, I can

also base an estimation of the callee’s willingness on where (location) the callee is located

when one makes a call.
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Day of the week : Since we all have different schedules, most people go to work during

weekdays and stay at home on the weekends. Thus, incoming calls during the weekends are

more likely to be answered than during the weekdays. Likewise, I base the estimation of the

callee’s willingness on what day of the week we make the call.

As previously mentioned, the caller wants to know the callee’s willingness of taking the

call before the caller decides whether or not to make that call. From the communication

network controllers point of view, this can help traffic congestion since the caller knows the

callee’s willingness level so the caller might not initiate a call which can reduce the traffic in

the network and also save the caller’s available minutes. Therefore, I propose the willingness

estimator (WE) for computing the willingness level of the callee, which can be deployed at

the base station. The basic architecture of the WE and its service flow diagram are shown

in figure 7.1 and figure 7.2 respectively.

Figure 7.1. Basic service flow diagram

When the phone user makes a request to the WE for the callee’s willingness level, the

WE takes information of time of the call (current time), day of the call (current day) and the

callee’s location information from the service provider and callee’s call history from database.

The WE computes the willingness level based on time of the call, location of the callee, and

day of the call. The principal component analysis (PCA) is applied to compute the amount of
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Figure 7.2. Architecture of the willingness estimator

contribution (importance) of those three input parameters have toward the final willingness

level. The final willingness level is computed and forwarded to the phone user. The phone

user then makes a decision whether or not to initiate the call.

7.2. Willingness Computation

Willingness can be defined as a wanted activity [73] [74]. This refers to receiving wanted

calls in case of voice call. As described in section 7.1, willingness level of the callee depends

on time of the call, location of the callee, and day of the call.

I define the willingness level based on time of the call as the sum of the call frequency

at that particular time divided by the total number of calls, which is given in equation 30

where WT (t) is the willingness based on time of call of tth hour, N is the total number of

calls, nt(i) is the jth call frequency at tth hour, and j = 1, 2, 3, , m where m is the total
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number of days of observation.

(30) WT (t) =
1

N

m
∑

j=1

n(i)

Similarly, the willingness level based on callee’s location is defined as the sum of the number

of calls (call frequency) that the callee has received at a particular location divided by the

total number of calls, which is given in equation 31 where WL(l) is the willingness based on

callees location of lth location, N is the total number of calls, and nl is the number of calls

at lth location.

(31) WL(l) =
nl

N

Likewise, the willingness level based on day of the week (WD(d)) is defined as the sum

of the number of calls that the callee has received each day of the week (nd) divided by the

total number of calls (N), which is given by equation 32. The sample plots of WT , WL, and

WD are shown in figure 7.3.

(32) WD(d) =
nd

N

Therefore, the final willingness level (W) is given by equation 33.

(33) W = CTW ′

T (t) + CLW ′

L(l) + CDW ′

D(d)

The final willingness level is the sum of the product of the normalized (rescaled to the

maximum value) willingness level (W ′) based on time of call, callees location, and day of the

call and the contribution coefficients CT , CL, and CD corresponding to time of call, callees

location, and day of the week respectively. These contribution coefficients are introduced

here because I believe that these three parameters (time, location, and day) have different

contributions that impact the final willingness level. To obtain the values of these coefficients,

PCA is applied.
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Figure 7.3. (a) A sample willingness level based on time of the call (b) A
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level based on location
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Figure 7.4. (a) Principal component plot where time of the call, location of
the callee, and day of the call are represented with red, blue, and green dots
respectively (b) Scree plot shows that the first principal component has the
highest eigenvalue

I apply PCA analysis to find the contribution of each parameter towards the final will-

ingness level based on time of the call, callees location, and day of the call. I convert the

three dimensional dataset into three PCs, and further look into the first PC which captures

maximum variance of the data. Figure 7.4 shows where the three parameters (time, location,

and day) lay on the principal component plot.

The first PC captures maximum variance as it has the highest eigenvalue and the other

two components can be eliminated from the analysis as referred to the scree plot in figure 7.4;

so area of interest lies in the first PC. Table 1 shows that on the first PC, the orders

of significance from high to low is time of the call, callee’s location, and day of the call

respectively. The physical significance of PCA is to find the underlying pattern in the dataset,
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Table 7.1. Principle component matrix shows the values of time of the call,
callees location, and day of the call on the principal components

Parameter PC1 PC2 PC3

Time of the call 1.00 0.00 0.00
Callee’s location 0.40 0.92 0.00
Day of the call -0.08 0.04 0.99

and detect each fields contribution. Hence the numerical values of the contribution coefficient

can be computed from Table I as the ratio of values the time, location, and day lied on the

first principal component. For this sample the particular user has contribution coefficients of

time, location, and day as 67.613%, 27.04%, and 5.206% respectively. Thus time factor plays

a major role for this user as the majority of the calls are received during a particular time

period as it can be seen from figure 7.3. So the contribution of time towards the willingness

value for this user is high, whereas the location has the second highest contribution while

day of the week has the lowest significance. Based on my analysis, I discover that PC values

vary from person to person as PC captures individuals behavior.

7.3. Validation

To evaluate the accuracy of the model proposed, an experiment is conducted with actual

call logs of 100 phone users (described in section 7.1) over a period of 8 months. I randomly

selected 10 phone users who are students, professors, and staffs to represent all users. The

first 6 months of data are used to compute the initial willingness level. The following 2 months

are then used to validate the proposed Willingness Estimator (WE) where the willingness

level is recomputed for each incoming call and verified against the result of the call (missed

or accepted).

The accuracy is measured by the unwanted rate over the range of different willingness

levels. The unwanted rate is the ratio of the number of missed calls to the total number

of calls at the given willingness level. An assumption is made here that a missed call is

considered as an unwanted call.

Figure 7.5 shows the resulting contribution coefficients by applying the PCA for 10 dif-

ferent users to compute the contribution that each field makes towards the final willingness
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Table 7.2. Experiment results

Phone Incoming Missed Unwanted rate(%)
User calls calls Willingness levels(%)

0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 80-90 90-100

1 541 117 15.38 48.71 19.65 15.38 6.83 3.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 438 106 24.52 20.18 13.20 9.43 14.00 10.00 6.60 2.07 0.00 0.00
3 210 28 28.57 0.00 14.28 28.57 14.30 14.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 620 176 14.00 29.00 11.50 6.25 10.50 15.00 10.00 3.75 0.00 0.00
5 134 46 26.08 32.78 32.78 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.36 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 88 30 20.00 60.00 13.30 0.00 6.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
7 104 59 5.09 57.63 18.64 0.00 18.64 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 861 128 12.50 14.06 55.47 17.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
9 170 28 7.21 28.50 64.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10 169 17 80.00 10.00 10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

level. I observe that the contribution coefficients are different for all users. It can be observed

that the phone users 1, 4, 6, and 10 ( who are students) have tendency of taking calls at any

time of the day thus “time” contribution coefficients towards willingness are relatively less

than those users 5, 7 and 9 (professors) and users 2, 3, and 8 (staffs).

The numerical results are shown in table 7.2 and the graphical representation is illustrated

in figure 7.6. As one can see in table 7.2, unwantedness is higher in the low willingness regions

(less than 50%) than the high willingness (more than 50%) regions. Again, the proposed

WE only provides the willingness level of the specified callee; however it is up to the phone

user to make a decision whether to initiate call. Nevertheless, the experimental results

show high accuracy of WE. Further, results validate the hypothesis that when the estimated
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Figure 7.6. Experimental results show the unwanted rates over the range of
willingness levels for 10 different phone users

willingness level is high, most of the calls are answered, whereas few calls are answered at

the low willingness level.

7.4. Conclusion

In this thesis, I proposed a willingness estimator (WE) that computes the willingness

level of the intended callee. I propose a special button on the phone called presence. Before

making a call, one can press this button for finding out if the calleee is indeed available.

Next, it is up to the phone user to make a decision whether to initiate a call. I believe

that the callees willingness of accepting a call is influenced by time of the call, location of

the callee, and day of the call. The willingness computations based on these three factors

are carried out as a simple ratio of the call frequency at particular (time, location, day) to

the total number of calls. I believe that contribution of these factors to the overall (final)

willingness level are different. It is validated by the principal component analysis that these

three factors have different relevant weights to the final willingness level. Hence, the final

willingness level of the callee is the sum of the product of the willingness based on time of

the call, callees location, and day of the call, and its corresponding contribution coefficients.

The accuracy of the model is evaluated with the actual call logs of 10 phone users from
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the MIT’s reality mining data sets. The WE performs well with high accuracy as when

computed willingness level is low; the unwanted rate is high and vice versa.

I believe presence will be a new service offered by service providers [75] [76]. If the

willingness level is high, it is proved that the call will be answered but when the willingness

level is low, the call is most likely to reach the callees voice mail. Most of the time, we want

to speak to the callee but some other times we wan to leave a more meaningful message

therefore this service will give the phone user the ability to predict the reaction of the callee

after the phone ring. This service can also be useful for sales people to know when to make

an important call to the customers. This service can also help the call traffic congestion by

reducing unwanted communication traffic.

In reality, there are many other factors that affect the willingness of the callee such as

mood (state of mind), social relationships (between callee and caller), situation or status of

the callee (e.g., out of available minutes, out of battery, callee has a second line, callee is in

emergency, etc.) To quantify these factors is a very challenging task. I am working on other

estimation techniques for improving the accuracy of the WE. These issues, among others,

will be be addressed by future work.
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CHAPTER 8

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS USING ENTROPY

8.1. Introduction

In this chapter I propose a mechanism to classify incoming traffic into buckets of Legit-

imate and Suspicious spam. I computed the entropy values for parameters such as active

time, time of arrival, frequency, and content length which are extracted using Header anal-

ysis. Based on these values, I sub-classified suspicious bucket into spammers and botnet

spam. I have separated the legitimate and spam traffic. Next, I detected and grouped the

spam mail into botnets based on the entropy values. There was a high correlation of entropy

values for a group of bots and this information helped to classify the botnets further. In

future, based on the classification, I plan to delay the traffic generated from these bots and

I believe that this delay can prevent further spam from these bots. I would like to setup

a turing test on all the suspicious and spam mails. This can further block the spam from

these sources. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism I analyze traffic in

three experiments. The experimental results reveal that the techniques are applicable for

detecting botnets and further mitigate future actions with a precision of more than 95%.

8.2. Methodology

For analysis I have considered a corpus II of size 8000 emails which includes both legit-

imate as well as spam emails. Based on the spammers’ locations, I categorized the traffic

profile of the botnet groups. Identifying the spammers’ physical locations cannot be achieved

using the originating location of the spam as spammers use compromised machines(bots).

The motivation of this work is to understand the behavior of spammers through a large

collection of spam mails. To gain this understanding, I analyzed a data set collected over 2.5

years (corpus-I) and developed an algorithm which gives us the botnet Features and, then,

classifies them into distinct groups. I use principal component analysis (PCA) to analyze the
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Figure 8.1. Flow diagram of entropy based classification spam bots using
traffic shaping techniques

association patterns of groups of spammers and to analyze the behavior of individual spam-

mers within a given domain. These analysis’ are based on features which capture maximum

variance of the information I have clustered.

Phase 1 : First phase contains incoming traffic of legitimate as well as spammers. I

classified each user’s behavior based on features of its header contents. And categorized each
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email spammer based on features like IP address, content length, time of arrival, frequency

of spamming and content type. For analyzing spammers’ behaviors, other parameters such

as reciprocity, read emails, and storage time do not apply, as it is assumed that users do not

read telemarketing emails. At the first step, I develop a feature set for each incoming mail,

as a data set matrix.

Phase 2 : I identify the underlying spamming patterns by applying Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) [30] which allows the association patterns of groups of spammers and the

individual behavior of a spammer in a given domain [77] [78]. With the aid of PCA it is

possible to find association patterns such as,

• Spammers spamming at the same time of the day

• Spammers sending the same content over and over

• Spammers changing their email id’s and spamming the same recipient

• Spammers sharing contact lists

Phase 3 : After extracting the features having maximum variance, I apply information

theory techniques, to quantify randomness of users for legitimate as well as spam bot. In

the analysis Time of arrival, Active time, content length and Frequency capture maximum

variance(from phase 2). I found the randomness of all incoming traffic in terms of the above

mentioned variables. Looking at the randomness with respect to different variables, I was

able to detect a relationship of entropy values between these variables

Phase 4 : In phase 3 I get randomness based on individual variables. In order to

get final randomness of senders we need a technique to quantify the contribution given by

each variable towards total randomness. I use Principal-factor analysis to determine the

contribution coefficient of each variable. The final Randomness level is the sum of the

product of the normalized randomness level based on time of arrival, active time, content

length, frequency and the contribution coefficients.

Phase 5 : In this phase I categorize traffic into buckets such as legitimate, spammers

and bots based on the final randomness value. I set a threshold value which is an automatic

receiver operating characteristic curve(ROC) for legitimate users, spammers and different
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Figure 8.2. Comparison of human and bots behavior using a transition diagram

botnet groups. On handlabelling the data I found the precision of the analyzer for classifi-

cation into buckets is more than 95%.

Phase 6 : I set up a simple traffic shaping technique [25] called turing test in the analyzer

for all the suspicious and spam mails, which will eliminate the use of automated machines

to send spam mails. After separating out the legitimate traffic from spammers or suspicious

spam bots, I pass the legitimate for advanced filtering techniques. Whereas suspicious and

spam bot traffic is passed ahead for a turing test which will delay the transmission. According

to [27] 90% of spam mails are avoided if we delay their transmission channel. In the proposed

approach, turing test will not only delay spam traffic but also mitigate automatic use of

zombie machines (bots), identified from previous phases, which are used to send large chunk

of spam mails. However, traffic shaping does not block email, it is used as a prefiltering

analysis to real-time filtering techniques to be used without the risk of false positives.

8.3. Randomness of Bot Structures

How easy it is to detect/trace botnet spam machines?

One has to distinguish between normal and malicious activities. In figure 8.2 one can

see that after bot receives commands from their controller, they respond immediately and
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accurately, which gives us a constant response time in terms of bot structure. In contrast, if

a legitimate host receives a message, it responds or performs an action from a wide variety

of possibilities, after a variable thinking time. A botnet machine we assume performs a

preprogrammed set of activities, therefore, we have all the variables of header analysis used as

metrics for botnet detection. To quantify the randomness or amount of predictable structure

in an individual botnet group, the information entropy can be used. The information entropy

or Shannons entropy is a measure of uncertainty of a random variable. The information

entropy as given in 34 was introduced by Shannon [50].

(34) H(X) = −
∑

x

p(x)log2p(x),

where X is a discrete random variable, and the probability mass function p(x) = Pr(X = x).

The spam botnet pattern can be observed from the active time, time of arrival, frequency

and content length of email spam. Let A, T , N and C be random variables representing

active time, time of arrival, frequency and content length respectively. The entropy of Active

time can be calculated by 35.

(35) H(A) = −
∑

t

p(a)log2p(a),

where the probability p(a) is a ratio of the number of mails during tth hour slot to the total

number of mails of all time slots. The entropy of time of arrival can be calculated by 36.

(36) H(T ) = −
∑

t

p(t)log2p(t),

where the probability p(t) is a ratio of the number of mails during tth hour slot to the total

number of mails of all time slots. By the same token, the randomness in the spammers active

time content length H(C) and frequency H(N), can also be quantified using information

entropy, which is defined in 34.

Results of Entropy values shows that behavior structure of botnets are more predictable

and less random as compared to normal spammers. Also, by comparing legitimate traffic
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Figure 8.3. Example of a high entropic botnet group based on active time
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Figure 8.4. Example of a low entropic botnet group based on active time
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Figure 8.5. Example of a high entropic botnet group based on time of arrival
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Figure 8.6. Example of a low entropic botnet group based on time of arrival

and spam bots, I conclude that they vary a lot in terms of their entropy value. Thus,

one can easily group bots, spammers and legitimate from a given traffic analysis. Normal

spamming patterns are quite random and, thus, they have a high entropy value, where as

bots usually tend to have a similar structure of spamming a domain, which results it being
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Figure 8.7. Figure shows entropy (randomness) values of legitimate, spam-
mers and botnets

less entropic. For example, a low entropic botnet group is considered to have a similar

structure of spamming in terms of its time of arrival, active time, frequency and content

length. It is much easier to trace and identify low entropic bot in terms of its behavior

pattern. In contrast, a high entropic bot having random patterns shows that it is changing

its pattern of spamming regularly to avoid being traced. Such bots are difficult to trace in

terms of their spamming pattern.

8.4. Principal-Factor Analysis to Determine the Relationship of the Randomness Levels

Principal components are successively chosen to have the largest possible variance, sup-

pose the variance of the kth PC is lk, scree test involves looking at a plot (see figure 8.8) of

lk against k and deciding at which value of k the slopes of lines joining the plotted points

are ‘steep’ to the left of k, and ‘not steep’ to the right. This value of k, defining an ‘elbow’

in the graph, is then taken to be the number of components m to be retained.

The scree graph defines a more-or-less straight line, not necessarily horizontal. The first

point on the straight line is then taken to be the last component to be retained. If there are

two or more straight lines formed by the lower eigenvalues, then the cut-off is taken at the

upper end of the left-most straight line.
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Table 8.1. Component matrix

Component 1 Component 2

H(A) 0.648 -0.271
H(T) -0.471 0.528
H(N) 0.478 -0.032
H(C) -0.046 0.510
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Figure 8.8. Principal factor plot: to determine the relationship between the
variables; scree plot: to extract the components of maximum importance

Factor analysis, generally, is used to encompass both principal components and principal

factor analysis. The eigenvalue for a given factor measures the variance in all the variables,

which is accounted for by that factor as stated in table 8.1. If a factor has a low eigenvalue,

then it is contributing little to the explanation of variances in the variables and may be

ignored as redundant with more important factors.

Since the first and second factor are orthogonal i.e., uncorrelated, one can notice two

established relations; (1) between entropy based on Time of arrival and content length (2)

entropy based on frequency and active time. Looking at the orientation [see figure 8.8] of

these variables towards the first and the second eigenvectors it detects a structural pattern

of spamming which is going on between variables time of arrival and the content length of an

email, and also between frequency of spamming and the active time. Using factor analysis I

determine the trend noticed in figure 8.7.

Therefore, the final Randomness level (H) is given by Eq. 37.

(37) H(X) = CAH(A) + CT H(T ) + CNH(N) + CCH(C)
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Figure 8.9. Entropy classification of spam bots and legitimate user

The final Randomness level is the sum of the product of the normalized randomness level

(H ′) for a sender X, based on time of arrival, active time, content length, frequency and the

contribution coefficients CA, CT , CC, and CN . These contribution coefficients are introduced

here because I believe that these four parameters (Active time, time of arrival, content

length and Frequency) have different contributions that impact the final randomness level.

To obtain the values of these coefficients, PCA is applied. The values of these contribution

coefficients are stated in Table 8.2. I use the above analysis to compute the final randomness

of the traffic and further use their behavioral value to distinguish between legitimate and

malicious traffic. I computed the final randomness for the entire corpus for 1 month of

incoming traffic. I observe from figure 8.9 that the final randomness for legitimate traffic

varies lot more than the randomness of botnet group. This proves the analysis that botnet

share a similar behavior in trend over a period of time. One can notice that the slope of

ranked H(X) for Legitimate traffic is higher as compared to botnet spam, which shows that

rate of change of randomness over a period of time is more in legitimate people than bot

machines. This is an interesting result as one can distinguish the traffic into legitimate and

botnet spam buckets based on their randomness values.
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Table 8.2. Factor analysis results to final randomness

Contribution Coeff.(%) Final Entropy (H)
AT TOA Freq Cl Legt Spam B11 B12 B13 B14 B21 B22 B23 B91 B92 B93

30.7 33.3 17.3 18.7 16.8 11.4 5.5 5.8 5.9 5.9 7.9 7.7 7.9 3.7 4.2 3.4

Table 8.3. Precision of entropy based classification into buckets after handlabelling

Accuracy
Incoming Traffic Legitimate Spammers Bots

T.P(%) F.P(%) F.N(%) T.P(%) F.P(%) F.N(%) T.P(%) F.P(%) F.N(%)

First Month 93 2 5 90 8 2 95 3 2
Second Month 95 1 4 95 4 1 95 3 2

8.5. Precision

To calculate the efficiency of the entropy based classification of spam botnets, I required

a means of measuring the precision. So, I manually hand labeled the legitimate and spam

data set and calculated the accuracy of the technique. I can observe from the relevant

work [66, 67, 26] that bots possess a similar network Id and they may have same location of

spamming, thus, because of the nature of bots, spamming usually inherits similar behaviors

when spamming a domain. They have their spamming time very close to each other. There

are few botnets which spoof their network id and they can have a new network id everyday,

but their behavior of spamming still remains the same.

Table 8.3 contains handlabelling example of a particular corpus, which is divided in

terms of first and second month of data. I have identified all the locations of the senders

of a particular cluster, as in which country/city the sender is spamming plays an important

role for hand labeling [refer to figure 8.10, 8.11, 8.12]. Then I analyzed his network id, also,

by looking at the feature set I categorized it as in which bucket it falls into. Referring to

table 8.3 I see that the accuracy of the filter, which includes entropy based classification, has

precision of more than 95% to accurately identify botnet spam. My analysis also works well

in identifying legitimate traffic as well with a high precision of 90%.
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Figure 8.10. Geographic locations of the spam relays of a botnet group identified

Figure 8.11. Geographic locations of the spam relays of a botnet group identified

Figure 8.12. Geographic locations of the spam relays of a botnet group identified

8.6. Conclusion

Spammers are aggressive, smart and continue to use new techniques to send large volumes

of spam [79] [80] [81] [82] [83]. The result is not only an enormous quantity of spam in users

mailboxes, but also email servers that are brought down by excessive quantities of unwanted

content using bots. This leads to an increasing investments in servers, network security

administrators and software to keep up with the growing deluge of spam. Therefore, I propose

a model that blocks spam based on spammers’ readily identifiable behavior [84] [85] [86].
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By applying a pre-filtering analysis of senders reputation, header based filters can operate

much more efficiently, since the vast majority of spam is blocked before reaching email servers.

However, traffic shaping does not block email, allowing real-time filtering techniques to be

used without the risk of false positives. I propose a behavior based analysis technique to

combat use of botnets to spam a particular domain. Using Information theory, it captured

randomness based on variables such as time of arrival, content length, active time and

frequency. A structural behavior pattern between the entropy values of these variables were

captured using principal factor plot. Using factor analysis, I then computed the contribution

coefficient of each variable towards final randomness, and then, using this total randomness

value I distinguished legitimate and spam botnets into different buckets. I have a precision

of more than 95% in capturing, classifying spam botnets using entropy.

Suppose a legitimate sender is identified as suspicious or bot based on his spamming

pattern or when he/she is not on the receivers white mailing list, then that person will have

to undergo the Turin test, which can be frustrating at times but the classifier has a precision

of more than 90% in separating legitimate from spam traffic. Though I can have few false

positives but wont let a spam bot pass through the classifier without going through the

turing test.

To identify and mitigate VoIP bots is going to be the next challenging task. My future

work will be concentrated more on identifying the structure of these VoIP spam bots, their

possible exploitation in damaging VoIP network and how one should trace them based on

their structural behavior. Also, I will be working on other traffic shaping techniques to

reduce some legitimate delay, if any in future.
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